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This work deals with the problem of parametric failures in Integrated
Circuits (ICs), focussing specifically on timing, which is one of the most important parameters in modern ICs. Two approaches to tackling timing violations
are explored, the first being efficient timing characterization, involving delay
test and debug, to screen out defective parts, and the second, timing oriented
adaptive design for variability related failures.
Timing violations are a major source of defective silicon for ICs designed
in Deep Sub-micron (DSM) technologies. This is because the performance requirements of such ICs are very high, leading to reduced slack margins, and
also because defects and variations in process parameters significantly impact
their behavior. However, smaller feature sizes and higher levels of integration,
which are characteristic of DSM ICs, have severely limited their controllability and observability, hence hindering efficient timing characterization. In
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this work, techniques to enhance controllability and observability for timing
characterization of ICs, using novel Design for Test and Design for Debug
techniques are presented.
In addition to defects, variations in process parameters also impact the
behavior of DSM ICs, and can cause a large number of defect free parts to
fail the test process and be discarded, leading to reduction in manufacturing
yield. An approach for combatting variations is the use of adaptive or variation
aware design. In this work, adaptive design techniques with a focus on timing,
i.e., performance-optimized adaptive design, are explored. These techniques
ensure that adaptation does not cause a chip to violate timing specifications,
and also enable a chip to reconfigure itself to reduce or eliminate variability
related timing violations, hence enabling parametric reliability in ICs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Parametric failures, caused by violation of one or more of the parameter specifications in Integrated Circuits (ICs), have become a major source of failure
in modern ICs designed in Deep Sub-micron (DSM) technologies. The focus
of this work is on timing, which is one of the most important of the various
parameters of an IC. Violations of timing specification of an IC, are known as
delay faults [68], and hence the terms timing violations and delay faults are
used interchangeably in this work.
Delay faults are a major source of failure in modern ICs. This is due
to a multitude of factors. Firstly, aggressive timing requirements of modern
chips which for microprocessors are in the multi-GHz range (e.g., [92], [102]),
require designs to be pushed for maximal performance, leading to reduced
slack margins. Secondly, because of shrinking feature sizes and higher level
of integration, obtained by technology scaling, defects have a much greater
impact on chip behavior, including timing behavior, in DSM technologies,
than they did earlier. Additionally, in DSM technologies, limited control on
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the manufacturing process leads to variations in process parameters [95]. Such
variations have a significant impact on behavior of DSM chips and make it
difficult to correctly predict their timing behavior, which, in turn, could lead
to timing violations in manufactured chips. Designers are moving towards
aggressive design styles like statistical design to tackle variability [47], [95],
which further increases the possibility of timing violations. Delay faults could
be caused by a large number of factors, such as under-performing gates, defects
like hard opens or shorts, open or highly resistive vias and contacts, resistive
interconnects, weak opens, process variations, and environmental factors like
crosstalk and variations in supply voltage and temperature [6], [14], [17], [47],
[58], [98], [121].
Delay faults are defined as faults that cause the timing of a chip, or a
path within a chip, to fall out of specification. Unlike stuck-at faults, testing
for delay faults requires application of two patterns, namely, an initialization
vector to bring the circuit or path under test to a known and desired state,
and a transition vector, which acts upon this initialized state of the circuit
to activate the delay fault, and propagate its impact to the nearest output or
observable point [68], [77]. Several techniques have been proposed to model
delay faults, which range from lumped models like transition [75] and gate
[61] delay fault models, to distributed models like the path delay fault model
[74], [77]. Delay faults can be categorized as gross delay faults, or delay faults
that cause a chip to fail at-speed, and small delay faults, which cause a small
increment in the delay of certain paths within a chip [97], [101]. An efficient
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test strategy needs to detect both classes of delay faults, the reasons for which
are elucidated later in this chapter, in Section 1.2.
In addition to efficient testing of chips, there is also a need for expeditious silicon debug, especially for first silicon. This is primarily because
first silicon debug contributes significantly to time-to-market [7], [41], [136].
Additionally, an increase in the number of silicon spins causes an increase in
overall cost of the chip. A systematic debug methodology is thus required for
expeditious silicon debug [7], [41], [136].
In addition to screening of defective parts, and ensuring fewer silicon
spins, another role of test and debug is in the area of Design for Manufacturability (DFM) [138]. This is because the data obtained from testing of
high volume chips as well as from silicon debug, can be used to understand
necessary improvements in the design flow to enhance yield [80].
In this work, two approaches are utilized to tackle timing violations in
ICs. The first pertains to development of techniques to enable efficient delay
test and debug, which are jointly referred to as timing characterization in this
work. An efficient timing characterization scheme can effectively screen out
defective parts during the test process, but in DSM technologies it may also
result in a lot of defect free parts being discarded. This is primarily because
variations in process and environmental parameters in such technologies can
cause such a defect free die to fall out of specification. This in turn, could
lead to significantly low yield numbers, and reduce the overall profitability of
a product. Hence the second approach in this work pertains to timing oriented
3

compensation for variability in ICs, to minimize chances of timing violations
caused by process and environmental variations. Such tolerance to process
and environmental variations is termed as parametric reliability in this work.
It is clear from the material and literature survey presented till now,
that efficient timing characterization is imperative for modern ICs designed in
DSM technologies. However, a significant hurdle for test and debug of such
ICs is the problem of limited controllability and observability, which stems
primarily from shrinking feature sizes and higher levels of integration in DSM
ICs. This is more so for timing characterization, because it also suffers from
the problem of slow speed testers. A large number of ICs are well in the GHz
range, but most testers still operate at frequencies in the order of few hundred
MHz. High speed testers are very expensive. Traditionally, controllability
and observability limitations in test have been overcome by incorporation of
Design for Test (DFT) structures in a chip. The most common of these are
scan chains [48], which are very effective for stuck-at fault testing, enabling
the same level of controllability for sequential circuits as that of combinational
circuits with complete access to all inputs.
However, delay fault testing is different from stuck-at fault testing, since
it requires use of two vectors. Hence a regular scan design makes the task of
pattern application (controllability) for delay fault testing difficult, and these
problems are explained in detail in Section 1.1, along with existing techniques
and their drawbacks. Observability limitations for delay fault testing in scan
based designs, (also known as AC scan tests) [85], [101] pertain to gross mar4

gins used to for such tests, which curtails its ability to detect small delay faults.
To enhance the resolution, iterative techniques like clock schmooing are applied, which has several drawbacks like increased test time, that are discussed
in Section 1.2, along with other existing solutions and their drawbacks.
As has been mentioned earlier, process and environmental variations
can also cause timing violations. These variations occur due to limited control
on the manufacturing process, and continue to become more significant with
each new generation of technology. It was estimated in [17], that in sub90nm technologies, almost a generation of performance could be lost in some
cases due to process parameter variations. In Section 1.3, an overview of the
impact of variability in DSM ICs, and approaches to ensure reliability in face
of variations are discussed.

1.1
1.1.1

Controllability Issues in Timing Characterization of
ICs
Controllability Issues in Static CMOS circuits
The problem of delay fault testing for circuits with complete access to

all inputs is explained using Figure 1.1. The figure shows two stages of logic
comprised of AND gates, with A, B, C, and D as primary inputs. The delay
fault exists in the Path Under Test (PUT) from A to out (the path delay fault
model [74], [77] is assumed in this chapter, but the concepts can easily be
extended to other models). As mentioned before, delay fault testing requires
two vectors, namely an initialization vector (V1 ) and a transition vector (V2 ).
In Figure 1.1, V1 is logic value 0 on input A and logic value 1 on inputs B,
5

C, and D. This brings the output out to its initialized state, i.e., logic value
0. Subsequently, the transition vector for this test is applied, which is a logic
value 1 on all 4 inputs, and the requisite transition for delay fault testing of
the PUT is caused on the path from A to out.

1 2

3 4

0−>1
A
1−>1
B

E
0−>1

out
0−>1

1−>1
C
1−>1
D

F
1−>1

Figure 1.1: Two stage logic to illustrate delay fault testing with complete
access to all inputs
However, the problem becomes more complex in a scan based design.
Consider a combinational logic as Circuit Under Test (CUT) with launch and
capture scan, i.e., scan chains at the input and output of the logic, as shown
in Figure 1.2. The initialization vector is scanned in through the launch scan
chains (the scan chain on the left in Figure 1.2) and applied to the CUT
to bring it to a desired state. However, as soon one starts scanning in the
transition vector, the initialized state of the CUT is disturbed, precluding
application of patterns for delay fault testing.

6

Circuit
Under
Test

V

Figure 1.2: Combinational logic with launch and capture scan chains to illustrate the controllability problem of delay fault testing in scan based designs
Hence, the scan chain structure, which is very useful for stuck-at fault
testing, cannot be used for delay fault testing in its existing form. Solutions to
this problem include enhanced scan [42], [81], which utilizes an extra storage
element for every scan flop to enable holding bits of V1 and V2 . However,
such a scheme is very expensive in terms of hardware overhead, since it would
require an extra latch at every scannable storage element.
Another technique used for applying delay test patterns in scan based
designs is called skewed-load transition test [117], [118]. This scheme is shown
in Figure 1.3. The transition vector is obtained by shifting the initialization
vector by one bit. This is shown in Figure 1.3, where V1 is made up of bits x0,
x1, and x2, and V2 is made up of bits x1, x2, and x3. The advantage of this
scheme is that only one cone of logic needs to be assessed for test generation.

7

However, only a fraction, i.e., 2−(n−1) of the possible pairs of patterns (V1 ,
V2 ) can be applied [132], leading to poor coverage [28]. Scan chain reordering
[28], [84], [117] has been shown to improve coverage, but it adds substantial
routing overhead while not providing sufficient coverage at all times [28]. Also,
a particular set of paths may be sensitized by one particular ordering, whereas
another set may be sensitized by another set of ordering, making it difficult to
determine the right order. Additionally the timing of the scan enable signal is
critical and hence, the signal has to be routed carefully to ensure high speed
operation [78], [120]. However, in [2], the authors present techniques that
are practiced in the industry to address the problem of timing criticality of
the scan enable signal for skewed-load transition test, and also suggest some
optimizations.
Broad side delay test, also known as functional justification [28], [119],
is another technique utilized for delay fault testing in scan based designs [119].
The basic idea is to scan in V1 , and obtain V2 as the response of a combinational logic block. An example implementation of this scheme using two
pipeline stages is illustrated in Figure 1.4. In this scheme, the initialization
vector V1 is scanned into the launch scan path of the CUT. Simultaneously,
another vector V’1 is scanned into the launch scan path of the combinational
logic stage preceding the CUT. This vector V’1 is such that the response of
the preceding combinational logic to this vector forms the transition vector V2
for the CUT. However, this scheme has its drawbacks, which include the fact
that two cones of logic need to be assessed for ATPG purposes, and also, from

8

V1= x0 x1 x2
V2= x1x2 x3
D Q

D Q

x0
V1

D Q

D Q
Circuit Under
Test

x1

V2
D Q

D Q

x2

x3

Figure 1.3: Skewed load transition test scheme for delay testing in scan based
designs
a debug perspective, if there is a delay fault in the preceding combinational
logic, then it is very difficult to determine whether a delay fault exists in the
CUT.
Other solutions presented in the literature include [54], [130], [132]. A
method based on clock control, which requires an overhead commensurate to
enhanced scan is presented in [130]. The authors in [132] present a method
called scan-mapping, wherein the initialization vector is scanned in, and the
transition vector generated utilizing mapping logic that is added on to flipflops. This scheme requires generation of complex mapping logic, which increases complexity of test generation, and adds overhead to scan flip-flops,
with the amount of overhead being dependent on the mapping function. Ad9

V2’

Circuit Under
Test

Capture Scan Path

V2
Combinational
Logic

Launch Scan Path

Scan Path

V2’

V1

Figure 1.4: Broad side delay test scheme for delay testing in scan based designs
ditionally, scan-mapping does not always provide high coverage due to lack of
complete accessibility. In [54] a technique is presented for two-latch systems,
wherein the second latch is cut off during the scan operation, and the scan path
is dynamic and occurs through the dynamic node in between the two latches
through pass transistors, which could be susceptible to leakage charge sharing
and other noise sources [122] which are prevalent in DSM technologies. Solutions were presented for testability of stuck-open faults (which are effectively
delay faults with infinite delay) in [18], wherein the authors developed two new
circuit families which are variants of static CMOS circuit family. These circuit
families, called DFCMOS and TFCMOS required insertion of transistors in
between the output node and the PMOS and NMOS networks, i.e., a total
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of two additional transistors per gate to enable testability. This solution was
presented for enhancing stuck-open testability of circuits in general, without
any mention of scan. However, the problem of using such a design is that the
area overhead would be too high, since every gate would have two additional
transistors. Additionally, every gate or cell in the library would have to be
modified, which may not be a feasible option.
1.1.2

Controllability Issues in Dynamic Circuits
The operation of dynamic circuits are very different from static CMOS

circuits, thus making it imperative to address their testing issues differently. In
dynamic circuits, all computation takes place during a phase of the clock called
evaluate, and the output of all dynamic circuits are reset during the other phase
of the clock, which is called precharge. Usually precharge occurs during the
period when the clock signal is at logic value 0, and evaluate occurs during the
period when the clock signal is at logic value 1. Dynamic circuits implement
positive unate circuit functions, (complement logic can be implemented using
dual-rail), and hence an even number of inverting gates always feeds into a
dynamic gate (Limited Switching Dyanmic Logic or LSDL circuit family is an
exception). In Chapter 3, the operation dynamic circuits is explained in more
detail. In this section, the problem of delay fault testing in dynamic circuits
and drawbacks of existing solutions are presented.
Due to the difference in the way dynamic and static CMOS circuits
operate, it is not possible to carry out the two-pattern delay fault tests that
has been explained above for static CMOS circuits, in dynamic circuits even
11

with complete access to all inputs. This stems from the fact that response of
a dynamic CUT to a vector occurs only during the evaluate phase, and in the
period between two evaluate phases corresponding to application of the two
vectors V1 and V2 , a reset phase exists, which destroys the initialized state of
the CUT.
The above phenomenon is illustrated with an example. Consider the
two level AND gate circuit shown in Figure 1.1, and assume the PUT is from
A to out, with the transition to be tested being a 0-to-1 transition at input A,
and assuming complete access to all inputs. Consider the pattern application
process at the gate level without making any assumptions about the underlying circuit family. The two clock cycles, divided into four phases numbered
accordingly, are shown in the Figure 1.1. During the first cycle of the clock
(which consists of phases 1 and 2), input A, B, C, D=0, 1, 1, 1, is applied as
V1 , and during the second clock cycle (comprising phases 3 and 4), A, B, C,
D=1, 1, 1, 1, is applied as V2 to the circuit to test for the fault.
However, even with complete access, the problem is more complicated
in dynamic circuits. Consider the circuit level implementation of the 2 stage
AND gate circuit of Figure 1.1, shown in Figure 1.5. This circuit level implementation is shown using domino circuit family, which is a common dynamic
circuit family [134]. The primary inputs, internal nodes, and the output of
this circuit have names that correspond to those in the gate level schematic of
Figure 1.1. Assume complete access to all inputs, i.e., A, B, C, and D.
The phase by phase operation of the dynamic circuit in Figure 1.5,
12
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Figure 1.5: Circuit level schematic of two level AND gate using domino circuit
family to illustrate the problem of delay fault testing and debug of dynamic
circuits
upon application of the two vectors discussed for the circuit of Figure 1.1, is
explained here. In phase 1, or the precharge phase of V1 , the internal nodes
E, F, and the output out are precharged to a logic value 0 irrespective of the
applied input vector (although it is a general practice to keep the pull down
tree of a dynamic circuit switched off during precharge). In phase 2, i.e., the
evaluate phase of V1 , the initialization vector A, B, C, D= 0,1,1,1, acts upon
the circuit, causing internal nodes E and F and output out to be initialized
to their desired logic values, i.e., 0, 1 and 0 respectively.
However, phase 2 is immediately succeeded by phase 3, the precharge
phase of V2 . This leads to internal nodes E and F, as well as output out
to be precharged to logic values that they were at before application of the
13

initialization vector. In the CUT, for the given pattern, this causes the logic
value of the internal node F to be opposite of what is desired before application
of transition vector. Thus we can see that in the given example, node F toggles
between 0 and 1 in every phase. This condition precludes efficient delay fault
testing of the circuit.
Existing techniques for delay fault testing utilize the precharge phase as
the initialization vector [18], [62], [96]. Although this scheme works effectively
when two dynamic gates drive parallel transistors of a third gate, the effectiveness of this scheme comes to question whenever two dynamic gates drive
two transistors of a third gate that are connected in series. This can happen
when two dynamic gates are driving a dynamic AND gate, static AND gate,
series transistors of an XOR gate, or any other complex gate.
This problem is illustrated with the help of an example shown in Figure 1.6. Instead of a two cycle operation, delay test is just a single cycle
operation now, as shown in the figure. This itself causes a problem, because,
there is now an incompatibility with static testing tools. As before, the single
cycle is divided into two phases. However, phase 1, which is a precharge phase,
now doubles up as the initialization vector phase or V1 phase, while phase 2,
which is the evaluate phase, now doubles up as transition vector phase or V2
phase. During the V1 phase, internal nodes E, F and output out get initialized
to a logic value 0, irrespective of the input vector. However, when the transition vector A, B, C, D = 1,1,1,1 is applied during the V2 phase, it causes the
dynamic node of both the upper and lower gates to discharge simultaneously.
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Figure 1.6: Circuit level schematic to illustrate problem with using precharge
as the initialization vector
This causes both the internal nodes E and F to transition from logic value
0 to logic value 1 which in turn causes the output out to switch from a logic
value 0 to logic value 1. However the problem occurs if there is a delay fault
because then it becomes impossible to ascertain which set of paths is faulty,
i.e., whether the PUT A to out is faulty, or whether a path like C to out is
faulty.
Thus, in the above example, there is an ambiguity between any two
given paths in delay fault testing of dynamic circuits, which does not exist
for the static CMOS version of the above circuit. This situation will occur
whenever two dynamic gates drive two transistors that are in series. In some
cases, the probability of finding the faulty path would be 1/2n−1 where n is
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the number of levels of logic in a pipeline stage (and assuming all gates are
two input gates).
One may consider that this is a characterization problem, and not of
consideration in a go-no go kind of test. This is because, due to the way
dynamic circuits operate, the aforementioned delay testing methodology that
uses precharge phase as initialization vector is sufficient for determining presence of a failure in a CUT. However, the inability to determine which path
failed, is a serious impediment to the post-silicon timing characterization process. This is because if the source of failure is unknown, the cause will be
even more difficult to determine, and this will impede the rectification process
before subsequent silicon spins, which in turn could lead to several other issues, like yield loss. Additionally, in the DSM era, with the significant time
required for debug, and also with yield problems, it is necessary for the test
process to facilitate easier silicon debug, and results of the test process needs
to utilized to improve yield [80], requiring manufacturing test to evolve into
more of a characterization test rather than being a go-no go test. Inability to
determine which path failed every time a timing violation occurs, is a serious
impediment to all the aforementioned objectives. For these reasons, the use of
precharge as an initialization vector cannot be considered an effective solution
for timing characterization of dynamic circuits.
ATPG techniques for delay testing dynamic circuits using different delay models have been presented in [18], [62], [70], [71], [73], [86], [96]. Test
generation for delay faults in dynamic circuits under the impact of noise has
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been presented in [70]. All of these techniques utilize the precharge phase as
initialization vector.
DFT techniques for dynamic circuits have been limited. In [23], a
technique was presented to test dynamic circuits using low frequency clocks,
wherein an additional transistor was introduced in the pull-down (NMOS)
stack of the dynamic circuit. This transistor was controlled by a signal which
was inverted and phase shifted with respect to the test clock. In [114], a DFT
technique was presented that enabled current based testability of dynamic
circuits by placing a parallel path to supply from the dynamic node, which
could only be activated in test mode. However, to the best of knowledge, there
has been no technique presented yet to address the aforementioned ambiguity.
Until now only problems for timing characterization of dynamic circuits
with complete access to all inputs have been considered. However, dynamic
circuits also suffer from the same problems as static CMOS circuits for timing
characterization in scan based designs. The drawbacks of techniques like enhanced scan [42], skewed-load transition test [117], [118] and broad-side delay
test [28], [119] have already been discussed earlier in this chapter. The TriScan technique which was developed as a part of the work in this dissertation
and which is presented in Chapter 2 is suitable for static CMOS circuits, but
may not always be suitable for dynamic circuits since it involves insertion of
static components.
Another impediment to testing of dynamic circuits stems from test
economics. Unlike the static CMOS circuit family, there are not many CAD
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tools that support dynamic circuit families. This is primarily because dynamic
circuits are generally custom design, have limited usage, and also most static
test tools do not work very well with dynamic circuit families. Additionally,
it may not be economically feasible for many semiconductor manufacturers to
maintain an entirely separate suite of tools for dynamic circuit families. This
problem is exacerbated by the fact that there are a variety of dynamic circuit
families, and each may need its own set of tools.

1.2

Observability Issues in Timing Characterization of
ICs
From an observability perspective, the requirements of an efficient tim-

ing characterization scheme are
• Detection of gross delay faults, i.e., delay faults that cause violation at
rated speed.
• Detection of small delay faults, which are becoming a significant problem
in ICs designed in DSM technologies and if and can cause reliability
hazards if they go undetected [58], [98], [121].
• Determination of magnitude of violation to enable systematic silicon
debug.
Gross delay faults can be detected using AC scan tests [85]. However, a
large number of the previously mentioned sources of delay faults, like resistive
vias and contacts and weak opens are very difficult to detect. Although most
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of these defects cause an increase in the delay of the path which they lie on,
existing delay fault testing methodologies are not very effective in detecting
them because of gross margins used in AC scan techniques [58], [121]. These
form a class of delay faults, known as small delay faults [97], [101]. For example, it has been reported that the resistance of a via needs to increase from a
nominal value of few Ω to tens or hundreds of kΩs to enable detection using
at-speed testing. Current-based testing methods, like IDDQ [82], which were
used to detect such defects earlier, are not very effective in chips designed in
DSM technologies due to the presence of high leakage current in such chips
[115]. Techniques like burn-in are expensive, can damage chips, and can have
test escapes [66]. Parts that escape the manufacturing test flow can fail in
the field and lead to reliability hazards and customer returns [6], [58], [98],
[121]. Variations in process and environmental conditions can also cause small
delay faults. Detection of small increments in propagation delay of critical
paths is also essential for binning of parts into different frequencies [101], and
efficient characterization of parts under different operating conditions, like the
multi-parameter characterization schemes presented in [58], [121].
Very low voltage delay fault testing [22] has been proposed as a method
for detection of small delay faults. However, the drawback for low voltage
delay fault testing was pointed out in [16], wherein it was recognized that the
variability of a circuit increase significantly as voltage level goes down, thus
putting the validity of such a test methodology into question. Additionally,
this methodology is not very effective for silicon debug, since it is difficult to
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obtain the magnitude of violation. Another technique for delay fault testing
was proposed in [140], wherein the output of PUTs are connected to their input
to form an oscillator, and their oscillation frequency measured by applying
patterns that cause these circuits to oscillate. However, such a scheme has a
severe drawback in that it requires modification of paths in the IC to enable
converting them into oscillators during test mode, which may not be feasible
in complex ICs.
In [83] and [103], techniques to detect small delay faults was presented,
wherein the sample time is shifted to determine the size of delay faults. In
a sequential circuit, such a technique would require schmooing of the system
clock to determine the clock period at which various PUTs fail. However, the
resolution of such a scheme is limited by the granularity with which the clock
period can be changed, and the size of delay fault that can be detected is
limited by the maximum achievable clock frequency in a chip.
Coupling of a clock schmooing mechanism with AC scan testing leads
to another problem, namely, increase in test time. Use of AC scan in conjunction with clock schmooing is an iterative process, wherein, for each PUT, every
test pattern has to be scanned in repeatedly and applied to the PUT at different frequencies. It has been reported for a microprocessors that scan chains
are about 1800-2000 stages long [139], and for scan chains of such length (or
longer), this process can be a serious bottleneck to test time. This is further
exacerbated by the fact that a chip has to be tested under different environmental conditions like voltage and temperature. The resolution of delay test
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and debug is also limited in this methodology. Another drawback of techniques
based on shifting of the sampling interval is that the clock edges need to be
controlled accurately, as stated in [51]. This may not be a simple process in
modern ICs, where clock speeds are in the multi-GHz range.
In [51], techniques were proposed to detect gross and small delay faults
based on continuous checking of the output of various PUTs during delay
test. However, the circuit proposed to detect gross delay faults was highly
susceptible to noise, which could invalidate the test [104]. In order to detect
small delay faults, the authors in [51] suggest analog integration of the output
waveform, which is continuously monitored. This requires complex circuitry,
namely, an on-chip integrator with multiple circuits with different RC constants connected to the output of a PUT [51]. In [50] a sampling circuit is
proposed based on two clocks which are 180◦ phase shifted with respect to
each other. However, the method requires insertion of two transistors in every
gate which are controlled by the two clocks, and any skew between these clocks
can cause the method to fail [50]. Additionally, the scheme requires careful
design wherein the capacitors at different nodes of the gate have a certain ratio, and it also requires sampling of not only the outputs, but also the internal
nodes of gates. Also, this sampling circuit can detect only delay faults where
the delayed transition on a path occurs after the sampling time [104]. These
drawbacks reduce the practicality of using this scheme in ICs. In [104], techniques were presented to continuously monitor the output of various PUTs.
For detecting small delay faults this scheme relies on shifting of sampling time
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(the drawbacks of which have already been discussed earlier), and it requires
insertion of one or more transistors inside the gates and also monitoring of
internal nodes of the gates.
In [97], [101] a sampling technique based on scanout chains has been
proposed for efficient delay test and debug. Scanout chains are small length
scan chains that sample selected internal nodes of the chip, and capture response of the chip when functional tests are applied to them [101]. However,
the drawback of this technique is that it relies on the ability to shift sampling
time in order to detect small delay faults as well as determine magnitude of
violation for silicon debug. The drawbacks of a scheme that depends on the
ability to shift sampling time, i.e., vary clock period, has been discussed earlier.
Instead of just sampling the PUTs in a chip, as is done for schemes like
those in [97], [101], a sampling mechanism coupled with delay measurement,
i.e., on-chip delay measurement of critical paths in an IC [35], [38], [39], [60],
[111], [127], can be considered as an attractive alternative to the above mechanisms for detection of small delay faults as well as for silicon debug. This
is because, the resolution is determined by the delay measurement circuit, independent of the clock period. Consequently, such schemes can detect small
increments in delay of the PUT, as well as determine the magnitude of this
increment. Delay measurement of critical paths can also be used for determining available slack, maximum operating frequency and speed binning [8],
[101].
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In [60], a technique for on-chip delay measurement based timing characterization is presented, wherein a complex delay measurement module consisting of comparators and registers and analog components like integrators
are used. The scheme converts the delay of a PUT into a voltage value, and
this voltage is compared with a reference voltage. Thus, in addition to the
drawback of using analog circuitry, the scheme also requires computation of
different reference voltage values that correspond to different values of propagation delay of a PUT. A similar technique is explored in [111], wherein the
voltage value on a capacitor depends on the path delay. Both these schemes
are basically delay sensing schemes, and require computation of a reference
voltage that corresponds to a particular delay. Another drawback of a scheme
based on charge stored in a capacitor is that leakage of this charge can cause errors during test. However, an interesting result that was stated in [111] is that
an on-chip sampling scheme coupled with delay sensing/measurement leads to
an improvement in transition fault coverage, suggesting that, even some gross
delay defects that can go undetected using existing delay test strategies can
be detected using intermediate sampling points. In [127], an on-chip delay
measurement based timing characterization technique is presented, wherein
the propagation delay of a path is converted into a pulse using an XOR gate.
Subsequently, this pulse at the output of the XOR gate is sampled using what
the author call an ”asynchronous clock”, and at every sample edge of the clock,
if the output of the XOR gate is at logic value 1, a counter is incremented.
The value of this counter indicates the delay of the path. There are two main
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drawbacks of this scheme. First, the accuracy of delay measurement depends
on the frequency of the sampling clock. If the resolution desired is

1 th
5

of

the period of the system clock, the sampling clock has to have a frequency
approximately 10 times (5 sampling edges) that of the system clock. Such a
constraint will significantly increase the complexity of timing characterization
using this scheme, and make it ineffective in modern ICs, where clocks are
in the GHz range. The second drawback of the scheme presented in [127] is
that is requires pre-computation of a reference counter value against which the
value of the counter used during delay measurement is compared. In order to
use the scheme for timing characterization, a large number of reference counter
values would need to be established, which could impact the efficiency of the
scheme.

1.3

Variability and Parametric Reliability
Variations in process parameters signifcantly affect the behavior of

DSM ICs. Such variations can be categorized into inter-die and intra-die
process variations. Inter-die variations affect parameters in different regions
of a die uniformly, and were the dominant source of variations in earlier technologies. However, with gate lengths scaling down to dimensions that are well
below the wavelength of light used in the optical lithography process, intra-die
variations have begun to play a significant impact on the performance of chips
[17]. Lithography and scaling induced variations include factors like variation in threshold voltage, channel length and oxide thickness, which have been
shown to create about 30% variation in chip frequency [14], and factors like
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line edge roughness, which can cause a variation in line width to the order of
5nm [40]. Additionally, environmental factors like drop in supply voltage and
temperature variations can also have a significant impact of behavior of DSM
ICs [14], [47].
Such variations can often lead to an otherwise fault free IC being
marked defective during the test process, which in turn leads to significant
yield loss. Traditionally, designers addressed performance fluctuations due to
variations by keeping margins in their designs to account for them. This kind
of design methodology is not effective in DSM technologies because the margins required for such a design would need to account for large amount of
variability (the chip frequency can vary by about 30% as mentioned above),
which would make these margins significant. This in turn would result in the
chip being operated at a much lower speed than what is achievable. Such overdesign would significantly impact the economic viability of the chip as well as
scaling in general, by leading to increased design efforts to meet margins, as
well as possible delays in time-to-market [47], [95]. Statistical analysis methods have been attempted to analyze the performance of the circuit for different
combinations of process parameters [47], [95]. Adaptive design schemes, that
enable reconfiguration of a chip to enable operation in face of process and
environmental variations have been suggested as another potential solution to
this yield loss problem, and actually complements statistical analysis [3], [14],
[69], [15], [32]. Two kinds of adaptive design mechanisms have been reported
in the literature, the first kind being an iterative post-silicon tuning based
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adaptation, e.g. [32], and the second kind being a non-iterative adaptation on
mathematical/statistical analysis [69]. The latter has its advantages in being
faster, and can utilize the results of statistical analysis, which gives parameters
at different operating points.
Adaptive design schemes have two main components, namely, process
variation sensing mechanisms, and process compensation mechanisms. Process
variation sensing schemes determine the process corner in which a chip or a
region of the chip is working, and in turn drive the process compensation
mechanisms which could be multiple voltage settings, redundant components,
different body-bias voltages [15]. Adaptive design techniques enable a die to
work in the process corner in which it lies, or in face of environmental variatons,
thus ensuring parametric reliability.

1.4

Summary of Contribution
This work explores techniques to enhance controllability and observ-

ability of ICs for timing characterization to detect and debug timing violations, and timing oriented adaptive design techniques to compensate for process variations, that ensure that adaptation does not cause a chip to violate
minimum acceptable timing specifications. A low Design for Test (DFT) technique called Tri-Scan has been developed, that enhances controllability for
delay fault testing of scan based sequential static CMOS circuits, to a level
equivalent to fully combinational static CMOS circuits with complete access
to all inputs. As mentioned earlier, delay test and debug of dynamic circuits
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have different requirements from that of static CMOS circuits, and to this
end, Design for Test and Debug (DFTD) techniques for enhancing controllability of dynamic circuit have been developed, that enhance controllability
of both dynamic circuits with full access, as well as scan based dynamic circuits. To overcome the aforementioned observability limitations for timing
characterization of ICs, techniques to measure delay of a PUT for on-chip
delay measurement based timing characterization are explored. These techniques enable detection of small increments in propagation delay of a PUT for
testing of small delay faults, and also enable determination of magnitude of
violation for efficient debug of delay faults. These delay measurement techniques are based on the principle of time-to-digital conversion using digital
delay lines. Although such a technique was alluded to in [60], no details were
presented regarding the same. In order to tackle process variations, adaptive
design techniques for ensuring performance-optimized compensation for variability are explored. Such techniques ensure that adaptation does not cause
the IC to violate minimum acceptable timing specifications. Techniques that
can enable rectification of process variation related timing failures are also
proposed. Both process perturbation sensing schemes as well as compensation
mechanisms for performance-optimized adaptive design that enable parametric
reliability are explored in this work.

1.5

Outline of Dissertation
In Chapter 2 the Tri-Scan scheme for enhancing controllability of static

CMOS circuits is presented and techniques for enhancing controllability of dy27

namic circuits are presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, an overview of existing
delay line based time-to-digital conversion techniques are presented. Subsequently, three new on-chip delay measurement schemes and corresponding
timing characterization methodologies are presented. In Chapter 5 techniques
that provide performance-optimized adaptation to variations are presented,
and this dissertation is concluded in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Controllability of Static CMOS Circuits
for Timing Characterization
In this chapter, a DFT technique that enables pattern application for timing
characterization in scan based static CMOS circuits is presented. The difficulty of delay fault testing in scan based designs was presented in Chapter 1,
along with the existing techniques to overcome these problems, namely, enhanced scan [42], [81], skewed-load transition test [117], [118] and broad-side
delay test [119], [28]. Enhanced scan is very expensive in terms of hardware
overhead, whereas skewed-load transition test and broad-side delay test techniques increase complexity of test generation and provide limited coverage, in
addition to other drawbacks discussed in Chapter 1. In [28], it was stated that
a combination of skewed-load transition test and broad side delay test schemes
(along with scan chain reordering) still left certain faults undetected, which
could only be detected by enhanced scan.
Clearly, the level of accessibility provided by enhanced scan is tremendous, and in this chapter, a scheme is presented that enables the same level
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of accessibility for static CMOS circuits as is possible with enhanced scan,
but with much lower overhead. The proposed scheme, called Tri-Scan (this
technique was published in [36]), exploits the state holding property of static
CMOS circuits, and reduces the problem of delay fault testing in scan based
static CMOS circuits to that of delay fault testing in combinational circuits
with complete access to all primary inputs.

2.1

Tri-Scan Scheme
Consider a scan chain in between two blocks of combinational logic, i.e.,

as capture chain of Comb. Logic 1 and as launch chain of Comb. Logic 2, as
shown in Figure 2.1 [28]. In a practical circuit, in order for the scan flip-flops
to be able to drive the combinational logic (Comb. Logic 2 ), there would need
to be a buffer (inverter) at the output of (and integrated into) the flip-flop. In
Figure 2.1, this buffer is shown explicitly at the output of the flip-flop, as a
stage following the latching logic in the flip-flop.
The implementation of the inverter buffer using static CMOS circuit
family is shown in Figure 2.2a. Now if we add two transistors M2 and M3 to
this inverter, control them using a signal tri as shown in Figure 2.2b, then this
circuit becomes a tristate inverter. At the gate/logic level, a tristate inverter
has its output in one of the 3 possible states, i.e., logic value 0, logic value 1
or logic value Z (high impedance state) at any given time. This is basically
because, if the tri signal is de-asserted, then the tristate inverter acts like a
regular CMOS inverter, by producing an output logic value opposite to the
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Figure 2.1: Two stages of combinational logic with scan in between, and driver
shown explicitly
one at its input. However, when the tri signal is asserted, the output is said to
be at high-impedance, denoted as Z, because the output node is cut-off from
both the Vdd and ground due to transistors M2 and M3 being off (so no low
impedance path exists from the output to the supply rails). However, CMOS
logic has the property of holding its last defined state, and hence, logic value Z
is nothing but the last held state of the output. This state is preserved in the
capacitor shown explicitly at the out node of the tristate buffer in Figure 2.2b,
and this capacitor is usually the fan-in capacitance of the stages of logic and
interconnect that follow the tristate buffer.
The Tri-Scan scheme utilizes this fundamental state holding property
of CMOS circuit family. The basic scheme is shown in Figure 2.3. The output
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Figure 2.2: a) Regular inverter b) Tri-state inverter
inverter of every flip-flop is replaced with a tristate inverter. During normal
mode of operation, the tristate buffer is made transparent by de-asserting
the tri signal. Consequently, it acts like a regular static CMOS inverter. Even
during scan operation for regular test (i.e., stuck-at testing), the tristate buffer
can be kept transparent, and the flip-flops would work like a regular scan flipflop with a driver buffer feeding into the corresponding combinational logic.
During delay fault testing, the initialization vector V1 can be scanned in by
keeping the tristate buffer transparent. However, once V1 has been applied to
the CUT (Comb. Logic 2 in Figure 2.3), then the tri signal is asserted before
one begins to scan in the transition vector V2 . By asserting the tri signal,
the output of the tristate buffer continues to hold the state it was in before
assertion of tri, irrespective of the value at its input. The state which it holds
is nothing but its output after application of V1 . Thus the CUT continues
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to be in the same state which it was in after application of V1 , because its
input does not change in spite of multiple bit changes in the scan flip-flops
when V2 is being scanned in. In this manner, one achieves complete isolation
between the scan path and the combinational logic for the duration of the
time that V2 is being scanned in. Once V2 has been scanned in completely,
the tri signal can be de-asserted, and V2 can be applied to the CUT to cause
the requisite transition for testing the delay fault. This gives the same level of
accessibility for delay fault testing in scan-based sequential circuits as that of
combinational circuits with complete access to all inputs.
scan_out
scan_enable

tri

Comb.
Logic 1

Comb.
Logic 2

tristate
scan_in latching
logic driver
flop

Figure 2.3: Tri-Scan scheme
In the scheme shown in Figure 2.3, there is a need for a separate tri
signal. This will be expensive in terms of hardware, both because of the ad-
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ditional overhead of routing a separate signal all across the chip, and also
due to the pin overhead associated with the need of a separate pin to control
the tri signal externally. This additional overhead can be avoided by reusing
the scan enable (SE) signal for controlling the tristate buffer as shown in Figure 2.4. In such a scheme, whenever there is a scan operation taking place,
(i.e., the SE signal is asserted), the output of the tristate inverter continues
to hold the state it was in before the scan operation began. Hence there is
complete isolation between the scan path and the combinational logic during
any scan operation.
scan_enable

scan_out

Comb.
Logic 1

Comb.
Logic 2

tristate
scan_in latching
logic driver
flop

Figure 2.4: Tri-Scan scheme with scan enable being reused for controlling the
tristate buffer
The tristate inverter in the Tri-Scan scheme also serves the dual purpose of reducing switching power of a processor during the scan operation.
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Since the output of the scan flip-flops are isolated from the logic they drive
during scan operation, there is no unwanted switching in the functional logic
driven by the scan flip-flops when scan-in or scan-out operation takes place.
Hence all the switching during scan operation happens in the scan flip-flops,
while there is no switching activity in the combinational logic.
In the absence of DSM phenomena like leakage [91], the output of the
tristate buffer in the Tri-Scan scheme can continue to hold its state when
tristated, until the tristating control is de-asserted, and a value change at the
input causes the output to switch. However, in DSM circuits the charge held
at the output will discharge over time due to leakage. A successful practical
implementation of this scheme requires that the duration for which the charge
is held at the output of a tristated buffer be greater than the time required for
scanning in a vector into a regular sized scan chain. This issue and techniques
to address it are discussed in more detail later in this section.
The properties of Tri-Scan and its benefits over existing methods like
skewed-load transition test and broad side delay test can be analyzed by extending the calculus for skewed-load transition test, because the former is reported to have better coverage than broad side delay test [119]. Boolean Difference based calculus [4], [29] was used for computing V1 and V2 in [117].
Boolean Difference is a technique that gives the condition under which the
output of a circuit depends only on a particular input. In other words, it
gives the logic values that all other inputs of a circuit need to have, so that
any change in the input of interest reflects on the output. This condition is
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exploited for test to obtain patterns for testing of a particular fault. Unlike
path tracing methods, Boolean Difference technique gives all possible patterns
for testing a particular fault in a CUT [135]. However, it is not a commonly
used technique for ATPG because it is computationally very expensive, and
impractical for large circuits [135].
In a CUT where the fault to be detected is in a line f (which may be a
primary input or internal line of the CUT), and the output of the CUT is out,
Boolean Difference based test pattern generation requires using a combination
of
1. Fault activation at the line f by creating a logic value at the line which
is opposite to that created by the fault.
2. Propagation of the fault from line f to the output out by finding input
values that enable
The term

∂out
∂f

∂out
∂f

= 1.

in turn, is calculated as an XOR of

1. The output out as a function of inputs that make out true when f is at
logic value 1.
2. The output out as a function of circuit inputs that make out true when
f is at logic value 0.
For example, if there is a stuck-at 1 fault at f, then to activate this fault, f
needs to be at logic value 0 (i.e., f¯ = 1), and to propagate the fault to the
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output,

∂out
∂f

= 1. Hence a pattern that detects the stuck-at 1 fault at f ǫ

(solution set of f¯∂out
= 1) [135].
∂f

a
b
c

e

b
c
a

out

(a)

e

out

(b)

Figure 2.5: Example circuits for comparing skewed-load transition test and
Tri-Scan
Consider the circuit in Figure 2.5a. It is a simple circuit comprising a
two input AND gate driving an input of a two input OR gate. This circuit was
the one used in [117] to illustrate the salient features of skewed-load transition
test and the same example is utilized here to demonstrate the salient features of
Tri-Scan theoretically. Comparison is done with skewed-load transition test,
because it requires assessment of a single cone of logic, just like Tri-Scan.
The same example circuit as in [117] is utilized for this purpose to ensure
comparison is done with skewed-load transition test using a circuit presented
by the author who proposed the scheme.
In the circuit of Figure 2.5a, the signals a, b, and c are the inputs of the
circuit, coming from 3 different scan flip-flops of the same scan chain, and out
is the output of the circuit. The faults we consider are slow-to-rise (STR) and
slow-to-fall (STF) faults on the signal e assuming the transition fault model
[76]. In [117], a displaced function d(e) was suggested as a change in Boolean
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function of e due to a single bit shift in its inputs, to represent the shifting of
V1 needed in skewed-load transition test to derive V2 .
In case there is a STR fault on line e, then the vector V2 is nothing
but a test vector for stuck-at 0 fault on line e. This is obtained by setting the
inputs such that 1) the fault at e is activated and 2) the effect of the fault at e
is propagated to out, which is obtained by finding the solution set of

∂out
∂e

= 1.

Hence, it can be said that

V2 ǫ solution set of e

∂out
=1
∂e

(2.1)

i.e., V2 is obtained from the solution set of the equation for setting e
to logic value 1, and propagating this effect to the output. Now in case of
skewed-load transition test, there is another constraint on V2 , i.e., V2 should
be obtained by 1 bit shift over V1 , which in this case would have set e to logic
value 0. Hence V2 depends on the displaced function d(e) and the following
equation represents this dependence [117]

V2 ǫ solution set of d(ē) = 1

(2.2)

Combining equation 2.1 and equation 2.2, the final Boolean difference
equation for V2 can be arrived at, which is given in equation 2.3 [117].

V2 ǫ solution set of d(ē)e
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∂out
=1
∂e

(2.3)

Solving the Boolean Difference equation 2.3 will yield all possible combinations of V2 that can test this fault using skewed-load transition test. The
solution of this equation will also yield V1 , since V2 is one shift away from V1 .
In case of Tri-Scan, V2 depends only on the circuit topology and is
independent of V1 . Hence V1 and V2 can be computed concurrently using
equation 2.4. It is much less complex to solve these two separate equations
rather than solving the single equation needed for skewed-load transition test.
Hence it is evident that the complexity of test generation for Tri-Scan scheme
is lower than that for skewed-load transition test, even though both require
assessment of a single cone of logic, unlike broad side delay test.

∂out
=1
∂e
∂out
=1
V2 ǫ solution set of e
∂e
V1 ǫ solution set of ē

(2.4)

The test set for a STF fault for skewed-load transition test and Tri-Scan
can be obtained using equation 2.5 [117] and equation 2.6 respectively.

V2 ǫ solution set of d(e)ē

∂out
=1
∂e

∂out
=1
∂e
∂out
=1
V2 ǫ solution set of ē
∂e

(2.5)

V1 ǫ solution set of e

(2.6)

Now let us consider and extend an example from [117] to project the
benefits of Tri-Scan more clearly.
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Example 1. Consider the circuit in Figure 2.5a [117]. The logic equations for
various signals in the circuit are given below

¯ = ā + b̄
e = ab, d(e) = bc, ē = ab
d(ē) = b̄ + c̄, out = e + c
The Boolean Difference equation relating out to the line e where the
faults to be detected exist, is obtained as follows.
∂out
= out(e = 0) ⊕ out(e = 1)
∂e
∂out
= c⊕1
∂e
∂out
= c̄
∂e
Now consider a STF fault on line e.
If skewed-load transition test is used to detect this fault, then the patterns are obtained as follows [117]
d(e)ē

∂out
= bc(ā + b̄)c̄ = 0 ⇒6= 1
∂e
V2 (eST F ) = φ

Hence an STF fault at line e cannot be tested using skewed-load transition test. However, if the Tri-Scan scheme is used, then the patterns are
obtained as follows.
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For obtaining V1
e

∂out
= abc̄
∂e

and for obtaining V2
ē

∂out
= (ā + b̄)c̄ = 1
∂e

Hence the STF fault at line e can be tested using Tri-Scan, and the
patterns are as follows.
V1 (eST F ) = 110 andV2 (eST F ) = 0X0 or X00
where X represents don’t care condition.
Now consider and STR fault on line e.
Using skewed-load transition test, the patterns are obtained as follows
[117].
d(ē)e

∂out
= (b̄ + c̄)abc̄ = 1
∂e

V2 (eST R ) = 110, V1(eST R ) = 10X,
For pattern application using Tri-Scan, the vectors are obtained as
follows.
For V1
ē

∂out
= (ā + b̄)c̄ = 1
∂e
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and for V2
e

∂out
= abc̄
∂e

V1 (eST R ) = X00 or 0X0 V2 (eST R ) = 110
From the above example, it can be concluded that the Tri-Scan can
detect faults which skewed-load transition test cannot and gives higher delay fault coverage as compared to skewed-load transition test. The Tri-Scan
scheme also reduces the complexity of test pattern generation since both patterns can be computed concurrently and independently and depend only on
the circuit topology.
Now let us consider and extend another example from [117] to project
some other benefits of Tri-Scan.
Example 2. Consider the circuit in Figure 2.5b [117]. It is the same as circuit
in Figure 2.5a in terms of topology but its inputs are ordered in a different
manner (for example, from scan chain reordering). The logic equations for
various signals in the circuit are given below.

¯ = b̄ + c̄
e = bc, d(e) = cf, ē = bc
d(ē) = c̄ + f¯, out = e + a
Here f represents the bit that gets shifted out of the scan chain when
single scan shift occurs to generate V2 from V1 .
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The Boolean Difference equation relating out to the line e where the
faults to be detected exist is obtained as follows.

∂out
= out(e = 0) ⊕ out(e = 1)
∂e
∂out
=a⊕1
∂e
∂out
= ā
∂e
Consider a STF fault in line e. If skewed-load transition test is used
for pattern application, then the test vectors are generated as follows [117].

d(e)ē

∂out
= cf (b̄ + c̄)ā = āb̄cf = 1
∂e

V2 (eST F ) = 001 V1 (eST F ) = 011
When Tri-Scan is used to detect the same fault then the vectors are
obtained as follows.
For V1
e

∂out
= bcā
∂e

and for V2
ē

∂out
= (b̄ + c̄)ā = 1
∂e

V1 (eST F ) = 011 V2 (eST F ) = 0X0 or 00X
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So it can be seen that the corresponding bits in the test vector have the
same values as in the earlier example if Tri-Scan is used for pattern application.
Now consider a STR fault at line e.
If skewed-load transition test is used for pattern application then the
test vectors are generated as follows.

d(ē)e

∂out
¯
= (c̄ + f)bcā
=1
∂e

V2 (eST R ) = 011, V1 (eST R ) = 110,
However, if Tri-Scan is the pattern application scheme then the test
patterns are obtained as follows.
For V1
ē

∂out
= (b̄ + c̄)ā = 1
∂e

For V2
e

∂out
= bcā
∂e

V1 (eST R ) = 0X0 or 00X V2 (eST R ) = 011
Again it can be seen that the corresponding bits in the test vector have the
same values as in the earlier example if Tri-Scan is used for pattern application.
Thus, scan chain reordering [28], [117] does not affect the delay fault
coverage since the patterns depend only on the circuit topology. Hence expen-
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sive routing overheads associated with scan-chain reordering, can be avoided
using Tri-Scan without paying the penalty of reduced coverage.
There are some drawbacks of Tri-Scan scheme. The state held on the
output of the tristate inverter is critical, and the operation of the scheme
depends entirely on the ability of the tristate inverter to hold its state for the
entire duration of the scan. Simulation results presented in the next section
show a negligible voltage drop in the amount of time required to scan in a
vector into a regular sized scan chain in 0.18µm technology. However, in more
advanced technologies like 90nm and 65nm, charge retention could become an
issue. In such cases a keeper could be used to hold the state of the output of
the tristate buffer. Keepers are relatively common in dynamic circuits [134]
(the operation of such a keeper is also explained in chapter 5). The the concept
of a keeper for retention of charge in an element similar to a tristate inverter
has also been in explored in [88], where a keeper is used to retain state of a
node for a C element. The size of the keeper is a function of the amount of
leakage a given node experiences, and the environment in which the CUT is
tested. This is because, transient effects like crosstalk can affect the charge
on the node, and if such a noisy environment is anticipated, then the keeper
would need to be strong enough to compensate for the change of state due to
the transient effects.
The charge loss or gain in the output of the tristate buffer during delay
test could also create a degree of optimism in the test. For example, if V1
has created a logic value 1 at the output of the tristate buffer, then some of
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the charge can leak off and the delay of the tristate buffer at the input of a
Path Under Test (PUT) will be comparatively less when V2 , which causes the
output of this tristate buffer to go to logic value 0 is applied. However, the
conjecture here is that this optimism will be compensated fully or partly by
the additional delay induced due to the switching of the tristate buffer when
there is a switch from scan to functional (i.e., capture) mode. This is because,
during regular mode, the the two intermediate transistors in the tristate buffer,
i.e., M2 and M3 in Figure 2.2b, are fully on. Consequently, there is a degree of
pessimism in delay fault testing because of the switching of these transistors.
Table 2.1 presented in the next section illustrates this pessimism, which can
occur during delay test for the test circuits by comparing the performance
overhead during regular mode with performance overhead during switching
for several test circuits.
Use of Tri-Scan scheme makes the timing of the scan enable signal
critical, since the launch of the transition vector occurs upon a shift. This is
even more so when the scan enable signal is used to control the tristate buffer.
In [2], it has been stated that pipelining of the scan enable signal is a standard
practice in the industry to tackle the issue of routing the scan enable signal at
high speeds, and this solution could be applied here too.

2.2

Simulation Results
The Tri-Scan scheme was designed in 0.18µm CMOS technology [19]

and simulated using HSPICE, with 1.8V supply voltage, under nominal pro-
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cess conditions and at a temperature of 25◦ C. The correct operation of this
scheme depends on the ability of the tristate inverter to hold the state at its
output while a vector is being scanned in. Figure 2.6 shows the minimum
voltage level at the tristated output for different sized loads, over a period of
approximately 2000ns. This period corresponds to the length of the longest
possible scan chain in a commercial processor [139], assuming scanning is done
at 1 GHz. The capacitive load is created by placing a NMOS transistor whose
gate terminal is connected to the output of the tristate inverter, and drain and
source terminals are connected to ground.
We can see that even for capacitive loads equivalent to 300 µm transistor width, the voltage level does not discharge below Vdd -Vt . At certain points,
the minimum voltage level is above the supply voltage level. This is because
of the Miller coupling effect between the input and output [105]. When the
tristate signal is asserted, a part of the charge gets coupled to the output of the
tristate inverter, and hence causes the voltage level to go above Vdd . It should
be noted that in this case Miller effect is proving to be useful, because the
output is at the same logic value towards which the tristate signal is switching. However, when the output is at the opposite value, then the Miller effect
will affect the operation of the scheme negatively. This factor has to be taken
into consideration during design, and techniques like those suggested in [105]
to overcome or mitigate the effects of this phenomenon may have to applied.
Figure 2.7a shows the value of the tristate inverter output across time,
with a capacitive load equivalent to a 200µm transistor. The voltage drop
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Figure 2.6: Minimum voltage value at output of tristate inverter with different
sized loads
in approximately 2000ns is about 1mV (since the voltage drop is very small,
it appears to be in the form of discrete steps in Figure 2.7a). This voltage
drop corresponds to the voltage drop from the point when tristating is done
(around 3ns), and the voltage level at that point is already about 11mV below
the supply voltage. However, if the load is replaced by a capacitive load
equivalent to a 36µm transistor, which approximately is a fanout-of-4 (fo4)
load in our case, then the voltage level at the output of the tristate inverter
actually increases by about 0.105V above the supply voltage, and then drops
by about 55mV over 2000ns. However the final output at the end of 2000ns is
still about 50mV above the supply level. The value of the voltage at the output
of the tristate inverter with a 36µm load is shown in Figure 2.7b. Hence we
can see, that if we use a larger load at the output of the tristate inverter, then
the voltage drop over time is lower, because there is now a larger capacitor at
the output to retain the charge, whereas, if we use a small load at the output
of the tristate inverter, then the voltage drop is large over a given period of
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time, but the Miller effect has a greater impact on it, and in this case, helps
in enhancing the voltage at the output. However, in both cases, the voltage
drops are in the order of a few millivolts, and hence will not create a problem
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Figure 2.7: Voltage value at the output of the tristate inverter over 2000ns with
a capacitive load equivalent to a) 200µm transistor width b) 36µm transistor
width
A crucial point here is that, because of the isolation and consequently
lower power dissipation during scan operation enabled by the use of Tri-Scan,
scan operation can be performed at higher than usual speeds, if the tester has
the capability. However, if scanning is done at a slower speed, say 100MHz,
then the output of the tristate inverter would have to hold its state for about
20000ns for a scan chain that is 2000 stages long. Figure 2.8a shows the voltage
level at the output of the tristate inverter across 20000ns with a 200µm load.
The voltage drop is about 9mV from the point at which the output is tristated,
at which time the voltage level at the output is already 11mV below the supply
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voltage level. Figure 2.8b shows the voltage level at the output of the tristate
inverter across 20000ns with a 36µm load. The voltage level at the output
after tristating is done is 0.105V over the supply level due to Miller effect, and
finally discharges by 97mV over 20000ns. hence the output is approximately
at the level of the supply voltage after 20000ns.
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Figure 2.8: Voltage value at the output of the tristate inverter over 20000ns
with a capacitive load equivalent to a) 200µm transistor width b) 36µm transistor width
A representative commercial processor has been reported to have 48
scan chains [139], and has an area of 184 mm2 [59]. A representative 1 GHz
processor would have a switching power dissipation of about 500mW [134].
Relative area and switching power during scan operation of scan and TriScan schemes in such a processor were compared. The computed area of both
schemes were the total pre-layout transistor area (i.e., transistor width multiplied by length). This area was computed for different length (100-2000 stage)
scan and Tri-Scan chains using four different flip-flops shown in Figure 2.9
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Figure 2.9: Flip-flops used for scan design
[134]. To obtain the area overhead, this computed area for different length
scan and Tri-Scan chains was multiplied by 48 (i.e., the number of scan chains
reported in the aforementioned processor [139]) and normalized with respect
to the area of the aforementioned processor and expressed as a percentage.
The idea of this analysis is to provide a comparative estimate of area overhead
of regular scan and Tri-Scan schemes rather than providing absolute overhead
numbers. Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show the estimates of relative area overhead
of scan and Tri-Scan schemes with 48 scan chains of lengths ranging from
100 to 2000 stages using the four different flip-flops, and using the aforementioned assumptions and analysis. To obtain power dissipation results, power
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Figure 2.10: Area overhead of 48 scan and tri-scan chains of different sizes
using a) flip-flop f1 b) flip-flop f2
dissipation of smaller length scan and Tri-Scan chains during scan operation
was obtained using HSPICE simulations. Based on this, the power dissipation during scan operation for different sized scan chains and Tri-Scan chains
(100-2000) was calculated. This power was normalized with respect to the
power rating mentioned above, and multiplied by 48 and expressed as a percentage for both scan and Tri-Scan schemes. The idea of this simulation and
analysis is to provide a comparative estimate of power dissipation during scan
operation for regular scan and Tri-Scan schemes. Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show
the estimates of relative power dissipation during scan operation at 25◦ C, under nominal process conditions with 1.8V supply voltage for regular scan and
Tri-Scan schemes with 48 scan chains of lengths ranging from 100 to 2000
stages using the four different flip-flops and the aforementioned assumptions
and analysis. We can see that the power during scan operation due Tri-Scan
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Figure 2.11: Area overhead of 48 scan and tri-scan chains of different sizes
using a) flip-flop f3 b) flip-flop f4
is significantly lower than that induced by a regular scan scheme. In the best
case, the Tri-Scan scheme implemented using flip-flop f1 gives nearly a 2X
(about 1.8X) improvement in power.
Figure 2.14a and 2.14b show the estimates of relative global area and
power overhead respectively of 48 worst case length (in our case 2000 stages)
[139] scan and Tri-Scan chains for the 4 different flip-flops, for a processor
having an area of 184mm2 [59] and power 0.5W at 25◦ C and 1 GHz operation
[134], and using the other assumptions and analysis as explained above for
computing relative area and power. The numbers 1-4 in the x-axis of both figures represent flip-flop f1-flop f4, respectively. There is a significant reduction
in estimated power dissipation using Tri-Scan scheme, for different flip-flops.
In case of flip-flop f1 the reduction is 1.8X, for flip-flop f2 it is 1.4X, for flip-
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Figure 2.12: Power dissipation during scan operation of 48 scan and tri-scan
chains of different sizes using a) flip-flop f1 b) flip-flopf2
flop f3 it is 1.6X and for flip-flop f4 it is 1.005X. Hence we can see that if the
switching power in the flip-flop dominates switching power in the combinational logic, then Tri-Scan will not give significant benefits. The additional
area overhead induced by Tri-Scan scheme over a regular scan scheme with
respect to area overhead of a processor ranges from 0.08% for flip-flop f1 to
0.09% for flip-flop f3.
Replacing a regular inverter with a tristate inverter in a path will lead
to some performance overhead in those paths. A simulation experiment was
designed to determine this overhead on non-inverting versions of top critical
paths of different sized Wallace [137] and Dadda [31] multiplier circuits as
well as ISCAS 85 Benchmark and 74 series [57] circuits (extracted using a
commercial static timing analysis tool [128]). An inverter buffer was placed
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Figure 2.13: Power dissipation during scan operation of 48 scan and tri-scan
chains of different sizes using a) flip-flop f3 b) flip-flopf4
before the critical path, which represents the output inverter buffer of a flipflop and another inverter was added at the output of the paths to maintain
polarity. The delay of this path was measured using HSPICE simulation,
and subsequently the inverter buffer at the input was replaced with a tristate
inverter buffer, and the delay measured using HSPICE simulation under two
situations, 1) the tristate inverter is transparent throughout to obtain delay
of the path in regular mode and 2) the tristate inverter becomes transparent
simultaneously with the transition at the input of the path to obtain delay
of the path during switching from scan to regular mode of operation. The
additional delay over that of the corresponding path with regular inverter
buffer incurred in the above two cases was calculated as a percentage of the
delay of the corresponding path with regular inverter buffer. The results of this
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Figure 2.14: a) Relative area overhead of scan and tri-scan in a chip b) Relative
power overhead of scan and tri-scan in a chip during scan operation
simulation experiment are shown in Table 2.1. The worst case performance
overhead would be when the tristate inverter is switching, which is basically
when scan flip-flops in the chip move from scan mode to regular mode. This is
shown in column 2 and 3 of Table 2.1, and can be up to 2.9% for the test circuit
considered. This overhead does not take into consideration overhead due to
routing of scan enable. This overhead basically manifests itself as a degree of
pessimism during delay test. There will also be performance overhead in the
regular mode, because the drive capability of the tristate inverter is reduced.
This is shown in columns 4 and 5 of Table 2.1, and can be up to 1.8% for
the test circuits considered. This overhead could be mitigated by appropriate
sizing of the transistors, albeit at the expense of area and power.
In [132] the transition fault coverage numbers using standard scan for
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Test
Circuit

Performance
Overhead
while
Switching
(ps)
4 bit Wallace
30
4 bit Dadda
28
8 bit Wallace
36
8 bit Dadda
33
16 bit Wallace
30
16 bit Dadda
43
32 bit Wallace
25
32 bit Dadda
39
c432
21
c499
16
74181
33

% Overhead

2.7%
2.9%
1.7%
1.9%
0.88%
1.4%
0.36%
0.73%
0.54%
1.05%
2.9%

Regular
Mode
Performance
Overhead
(ps)
18
14
28
31
10
36
23
27
12
4
19

% Overhead

1.6%
1.4%
1.4%
1.8%
0.29%
1.2%
0.33%
0.51%
0.31%
0.26%
1.7%

Table 2.1: Performance overhead of Tri-Scan scheme
ISCAS 89 benchmarks were given. Most of the benchmarks had fault coverage
in the range of 98%-99%. Therefore, in order to demonstrate the benefits
of Tri-Scan Wallace [137] and Dadda [31] multipliers of different sizes were
selected for comparing the transition fault coverage obtained using complete
accessibility, as available with a scheme like Tri-Scan and transition fault
coverage obtained using a standard scan scheme. Completely combinational
versions of these multipliers were used and scan chains were placed at their
primary input and outputs. Coverage results were obtained using a commercial
tool. Table 2.2 shows experimental results of fault coverage and the number
of patterns that were simulated for this experiment, for multipliers of various
sizes with standard scan and Tri-Scan. The columns for Tri-Scan in Table 2.2
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Test Circuit

Total
number
of Possible
Faults
4 bit Wallace
1044
4 bit Dadda
1044
8 bit Wallace
4130
8 bit Dadda
3994
16 bit Wallace
16432
16 bit Dadda
15658
32 bit Wallace
64736
32 bit Dadda
62026

Fault Coverage
Standard
Scan
68.4%
68.4%
83%
84.6%
91.2%
92.3%
95.3%
96.1%

Tri-Scan
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Number of
Simulated Patterns
Standard Tri-Scan
Scan
320
192
384
192
480
320
608
320
576
384
640
352
896
512
864
448

Table 2.2: Fault coverage of regular scan and Tri-Scan schemes
pertain to experimental results obtained by enabling complete accessibility to
all inputs of the circuit (i.e., no scan chains). This was done because the
commercial tool would not understand the tristating logic. It can be seen that
having complete access to all inputs gives a higher coverage for all the circuits
(listed under the columns for coverage of Tri-Scan). In case of larger circuits,
the increase in coverage obtainable using Tri-Scan was smaller. This is because
the total number of undetected faults do not increase proportionately with
the increase in the total number of possible faults, as the size of multipliers
increase.

2.3

Summary
There are severe limitations in the controllability of complex ICs de-

signed in DSM technologies for delay fault testing. Existing scan based testing
techniques either increase the complexity of test generation or have very high
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overhead. In this chapter a simple low overhead solution is presented that enables complete accessibility, and reduces the complexity of test generation for
scan based sequential static CMOS designs to that of combinational designs
with complete access to all inputs. The use of such a technique enhances controllability and delay fault coverage, and also leads to reduction is switching
power during scan operation.
The technique presented in this chapter was published in [36], and the
material in this chapter is based on the same paper. The multipliers used as
test circuits were designed by Antony Sebastine and Whitney J. Townsend.
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Chapter 3

Controllability of Dynamic Circuits for
Timing Characterization
The problem with delay test and debug of dynamic circuits with complete
access was explained in Chapter 1, and so were the drawbacks of the existing
solution, wherein the precharge phase is used as the initialization vector (V1 ).
In addition to this, dynamic circuit face the same problems as static CMOS
circuits when they are used in sequential designs with scan chains, and the
drawbacks of existing solutions for this problem were also presented in Chapter
1. In the last chapter, a scheme for enabling two pattern application for timing
characterization of static CMOS circuits was presented. The scheme, called
Tri-Scan, is an effective solution for static CMOS circuits, but may not always
be suitable for dynamic circuits, since it involves insertion of static CMOS
components. In this chapter, two sets of Design for Test and Debug (DFTD)
schemes, tailored towards dynamic circuits are presented. The first set, called
Precharge Control Schemes, enable two pattern application for delay test and
debug of dynamic circuits with complete access to all inputs, as easily as in
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corresponding static CMOS circuits. The second set of schemes are targeted
towards scan-based dynamic circuits, and need to be used in conjunction with
Precharge Control Schemes. Together, these schemes reduce the problem of
delay test and debug of dynamic circuits in scan-based sequential designs to
that of delay test and debug of static CMOS circuits with complete access to
all inputs. This would also enable higher compatibility of dynamic circuits
with existing tools for testing static CMOS circuits.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, a brief
overview of some dynamic circuit families is presented. The Precharge Control
Schemes are presented in Section 3.2, and DFTD techniques for enabling pattern application in scan-based dynamic circuits are presented in Section 3.3.
In Section 3.4, simulation results on a dynamic 4-to-2 Carry Save Adder [34]
using Limited Switch Dynamic Logic circuit family [11], [34], [90], [99] are
presented, and a brief summary is presented in Section 3.5.

3.1

Dynamic Circuit Families
In this section an overview of of some dynamic circuit families is pre-

sented. Only those circuit families that are referred to in this work are covered
in this section, and it is not a comprehensive reference of dynamic circuit families. Interested readers can look at [12], [105] and other excellent references
for more information.
The fundamental operating principle of dynamic circuit families is that
clocking is an integral part of the combinational logic, and hence is not lim-
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ited to sequential circuit elements, as is the case in static CMOS circuits. A
common dynamic circuit family is the Domino circuit family, an example of
which is shown in Figure 3.1 [134]. Domino circuits are a clocked circuit family, having two phases, namely, precharge and evaluate. During the precharge
phase, the precharge transistor is switched on, and the dynamic node is pulled
up, as shown in Figure 3.1a. During this phase, no computation occurs and
hence the data does not propagate to the output out.
precharge
transistors on
clk

precharge
transistors off
clk

clk

clk
out

out
nmos
pulldown

data

nmos
pulldown

nmos
pulldown

data

nmos
pulldown

evaluate
transistors on
clk=1 i.e. evaluate phase
data propagates to out

evaluate
transistors off
clk=0 i.e. precharge phase
data does not propagate

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.1: Domino operation
During the evaluate phase the evaluate transistor is switched on and
depending on whether the NMOS pulldown is on or off, the dynamic node is
either pulled down or stays the same, i.e., data propagates to out. Domino
circuit families require the use of static inverters or other static inverting circuits between consecutive stages. That is to say, it a requirement of Domino
circuit families that an even number of stages feed into a dynamic stage. This
is necessary in order to prevent false triggering and discharge of a dynamic
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node during the precharge phase of the previous node, because a charge once
lost is never regained until the next precharge phase, and would lead to erroneous values at the output. Domino is inherently fast because, like most other
dynamic circuit families, it minimizes use of PMOS networks doing computation, and precharge of all cells in a stage (i.e., driven by a single clock) is
simultaneous and not dependent on one another. Also there is only a (0 to 1)
transition at the output of a gate, thus halving the number of transitions in a
stage [134].
A potential optimization to domino is to remove footers in selected
stages. This circuit style, called footless domino, has its advantages in being
up to 5%-15% faster and enabling implementation of more complex gates [134].
However footless domino requires a hard setup on the falling edge of any input
to a gate. Otherwise there could be a false discharge,and there is no possible
recovery from that in domino circuits. Also the clock to such a gate needs to
be at logic value 1 when the inputs are high, else there will be a path from
supply to ground, leading to short circuit currents and power dissipation.
A way around the hard setup requirements of footless domino circuits
was suggested in [100]. This circuit family called Delayed Reset Domino was
used to build the first 1 GHz processor [123]. The basic idea is to provide
each level of logic with its own complete reset or precharge phase of the clock.
This is done by propagating the clock along with the data, and inserting delay
elements between the clocks of two consecutive logic stages. In this manner, the
precharge clock wave propagates through the logic prior to the computation
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wave. The precharge clock is shaped as it proceeds through the circuit to
ensure that the computation wave does not collide with the precharge wave
[100].
The main drawbacks of the domino circuit family and its variants are
that they have much higher power dissipation due to higher switching factor
than static CMOS, are sensitive to noise, and require complex structured like
dual rail for implementing inverting logic. The Output Prediction Logic (OPL)
[87] is a circuit family that was developed in order to overcome the noise
susceptibility of the domino logic family, while maintaining the speed benefits
[134]. OPL utilizes the alternating nature of logical output values for inverting
gates on a critical path. OPL predicts that every inverting gate output on a
critical path will be at logic value 1 after the transitions are completed. Since
all gates are inverting (same as in static CMOS), the OPL predictions will
be correct half of the time, and every other gate will not have to make a
transition. Since a logic value 1 at the output of every gate is not a stable
state, all gates are precharged (by making clock=0) till their inputs are ready
to evaluate. When the inputs are ready to evaluate, the clock signal is made
high and the circuit behaves like a normal static CMOS circuit. This reduces
the switching in the circuits by 50% [87], [134]. The clock distribution is done
using a delayed clock scheme as in Delayed Reset Domino.
Limited Switch Dynamic Logic (LSDL) [11], [34], [90], [99], is a dynamic
circuit family with a domino front end to maximize performance, followed by a
latch, which minimizes power dissipation by reducing switching at the output.
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clk
dyn

int1
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a
b
clk

Part A

Part B

Figure 3.2: LSDL NAND gate
This merged logic latch approach is explained using a LSDL NAND gate shown
in Figure 3.2 [34]. Part A in the figure forms the dynamic portion of the cicuits,
where the computation of the NAND of a and b is performed. The dynamic
node dyn is fed into the latch or Part B. The latch provides two level of
amplification to the dynamic node before it drives other gates. This facilitates
smaller device sizes in the computational tree, which leads to lower area, lower
supply voltage requirements, higher computational stacks, and consequently
lower leakage. Additionally, latch overhead can be mitigated by carrying out
computation within the latch i.e., the latch can also be used to perform useful
logical computation, instead of just providing isolation and scan features [34],
[90]. Additionally, unlike domino, logic inversion in LSDL can be performed
very easily by just inserting static gates between latches, wherein in domino,
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it would have required structures like dual-rail [34].

3.2

Precharge Control Schemes
Dynamic circuits are different from static CMOS circuits from the per-

spective of delay test and debug, since they have a precharge phase between
any two evaluate phases, and consequently, between application of any two
vectors. This would preclude application of initialization vector (V1 ) followed
by transition vector (V2 ) for delay test and debug in dynamic circuits with
complete access to all inputs, as is done in corresponding static CMOS circuits. In this section solutions to this problem are presented, which rely upon
the capability to stop this precharge phase between application of V1 and V2 ,
and reduce the problem of timing characterization of dynamic circuits with
complete access to that of static CMOS circuits with complete access. This
capability, is provided by DFTD schemes called Precharge Control Schemes.
The first such scheme, called Precharge Control Scheme 1 is shown in
Figure 3.3. In this scheme, an additional transistor is added in every precharge
path, i.e., the path from the dynamic node to Vdd , and this transistor is
controlled by a separate signal called precntrl. This additional transistor is
shown by thicker lines in Figure 3.3, which is basically the example circuit,
i.e., the two level AND gate circuit that was used to illustrate the problem
of delay test and debug in dynamic circuits, as well as drawbacks of previous
work in Chapter 1.
Although addition of an extra transistor has the potential of slowing
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down the precharge process, it can be considered feasible since the precharge
path is generally the less critical path in a dynamic circuit. This is more so in
case of high performance industrial dynamic circuit families like Delayed Reset
Domino [100], where each precharge transistor is given an entire half cycle to
precharge, during which all other inputs to that gate are switched off.
clk

Precharge Control
Transistors

precntrl
A
0−>1
B
1−>1

E
0−>1

clk
precntrl

out
0−>1

clk
precntrl

F
1−>1

C
1−>1
D
1−>1

Figure 3.3: Precharge Control Scheme 1
The transistors controlled by the precntrl signal are basically switched
off in the precharge phase between the application of the initialization and
transition vectors. The operation of the Precharge Control schemes is better
explained with the help of a timing diagram for Figure 3.3, which is shown in
Figure 3.4. As before (i.e., in illustrations of the dynamic two level AND gate
in Chapter 1), the two cycles of clock used for delay test are divided into four
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phases. Phase 1 and 3 are called the precharge phases of the initialization vector and transition vector respectively, while phases 2 and 4 are called evaluate
phases of V1 and V2 respectively.

phase

1

2

3

4

vectors

clk
precntrl
V1
V2
Figure 3.4: Timing diagram for Precharge Control schemes
In phase 1, the precntrl signal is kept at logic 0 value, allowing a normal
precharge, irrespective of the input vector. During phase 2, the initialization
vector is applied, which in this example PUT is A,B,C,D=0,1,1,1. Also, sometime during this phase, the precntrl signal needs to be asserted, switching off
the Precharge Control transistors. The timing of assertion of the precntrl signal is flexible within phase 2, that is to say it can be asserted anytime after
the rising edge of the first cycle, but the Precharge Control transistor must be
completely switched off before the beginning of phase 3, i.e., the falling edge
of the second cycle.
In phase 3, since the Precharge Control transistors are off, internal
nodes E, F and output out remain at their initialized values, i.e., logic value
0 and 1 respectively. At the beginning of phase 4, the transition vector is
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applied, which in this example PUT case is A,B,C,D=1,1,1,1, and the 0 to
1 transition from input A propagates to the output out, just as in case of a
static CMOS implementation of this circuit. Hence if there is a delay fault,
it will be detected, and also it will be ascertained without ambiguity that the
PUT is the faulty path. This will make the entire process of delay test, debug
and diagnosis of dynamic circuits more efficient, effective and streamlined.
In Figure 3.4, the initialization and transition vectors are shown to
be applied at the beginning of their corresponding evaluate phases. In case of
regular domino, this is flexible, i.e., they could be applied sometime during the
preceding precharge phase too. However, this can make the precharge slower,
and is usually avoided. In case of footless domino families, including the high
performance Delayed Reset Domino circuit family, this is a hard requirement.
That is to say, the pull down tree cannot be on during the precharge phase.
Hence V1 and V2 are applied only during evaluate phases.
Although Precharge Control Scheme 1 is effective, it involves placing
of additional transistors on each logic gate. Instead of that, one could achieve
the same end by gating the clock to the precharge transistor with precntrl
using an OR gate as shown in Figure 3.5. This scheme, called Precharge
Control Scheme 2, will have significantly lower area overhead as compared to
Precharge Control Scheme 1, while maintaining the same level of efficiency
in timing characterization of dynamic circuits. However, there would be a
problem of additional loading on the clock signal, and there will also be a
skew between the clock input to the precharge and evaluate transistors of
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Figure 3.5: Precharge Control Scheme 2
every dynamic gate. The clock loading problem can be overcome by suitable
buffering, but skew could wreak havoc in circuits with significantly low noise
margins. However, this scheme could be effective for delay fault test and debug
of chips built using footless domino and Delayed Reset Domino circuit families.
An optimization over Precharge Control Scheme 1 was speculated,
wherein a single transistor would be used per logic stage as shown in Figure 3.6.
This scheme is referred to as Precharge Control 3. The single transistor is controlled by the precntrl signal, just like the Precharge Control transistors used
in every gate in Precharge Control Scheme 1. This scheme has very low hardware overhead, but suffers from a significant drawback. In case the Precharge
Control transistor is shared by two gates that drive series transistors of the
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same gate, then this scheme cannot be used. This is because, under such a
circumstance, the dynamic nodes of the two gates will need to have opposite
logic values after application of the initialization vector, i.e., after phase 2 in
the above examples, and subsequently, i.e., in phase 3, there will be a path
between the two dynamic nodes, through the precharge transistors (which are
controlled by the clock), leading to charge sharing. This path is shown using
the curved line in Figure 3.6. This in turn could lead to either one or both the
dynamic nodes to have erroneous logic values before the transition vector can
act on them, and hence this optimization is not recommended.
Precharge Control
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int int
clk
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int2
int2
clk
out
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Logic Level 1
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Figure 3.6: Drawback of using a single transistor for precharge control
The importance of Precharge Control schemes are projected with the
help of a case study of a dynamic 4-to-2 Carry Save Adder (CSA) [34] designed
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Figure 3.7: Case study: LSDL 4-to-2 Carry Save Adder
using the LSDL circuit family. This circuit was used for performing 4-to-2
compression in an 8 GHz multiplier [11]. The circuit diagram of the 4-to2 is shown in Figure 3.7 [34]. Although LSDL circuits are known for their
simplicity, having only two levels of logic per pipeline stage (with the second
one being part of the latch), they still suffer from the ambiguity in determining
the faulty path. One such case is shown in Figure 3.7. Let the PUT be
a to sum b. The segment a-b-c-d-sum4 feeds into the pull-up path through
fast carry b and sum4 (i.e., pulling down sum b), shown by the thicker lines
in the figure. However there are two different dynamic nodes feeding into this
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pull-up path, i.e., the segment mentioned above and an off-path segment that
pulls down fast carry b shown by thicker lines in the figure. The precharge
phase causes both sum4 and fast carry b to be precharged to a logic value of 1.
After application of the transition vector both sum4 and fast carry b discharge
simultaneously. Therefore, if there is a delay fault, it will not be possible to
ascertain if the PUT is the fault path, or the path through fast carry b is the
faulty one. Over 70% of such combinations of segments in the paths of the
4-to-2 CSA are subject to this kind of ambiguity if Precharge Control is not
used.
In the above cases, only logic 0 to logic 1 transitions on the input
have been considered. This is primarily because in dynamic circuit families
like Domino and Delayed Reset Domino, there is always an even number of
stages feeding into a dynamic gate (i.e., the circuits are non-inverting), and
all computations depend on the rising edge of the input propagating to the
output. However a timely transition from logic 1 to logic 0 is also critical
for correct operation of a dynamic circuit. During the precharge phase, all
evaluation trees need to go off (i.e., all inputs need to transition to logic 0),
so that the dynamic node can precharge fully before the beginning of the next
evaluate phase. In footless dynamic circuits, this is a hard requirement for
the operation of the circuit. In regular dynamic circuits with footers, like
regular domino, this is usually preferred, since charge sharing might not allow
complete precharge, which in turn causes a wrong value to be latched in.
Thus, a delay fault in a falling transition on the input manifests itself as
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a delay fault in the precharge. Hence the mechanism for delay test of precharge
logic given in [96] can be used to handle this. The Precharge Control schemes
are not needed for precharge test, so they are de-activated. An initialization
vector needs to be applied during an evaluate phase, that will completely
discharge the node, i.e., we need to keep the input of the PUT, as well as all
inputs between the transistor that the input to the PUT drives and ground,
at logic 1. Subsequently, an at-speed precharge phase is applied, during which
the input to the PUT is made to transition from logic 1 to logic 0. If there
is a delay fault during this transition, the concerned dynamic node will not
precharge suitably, and the inverter or static gate following it will treat it as
a stuck at 0 fault on the dynamic node. Now this precharge phase will be
followed by a slow evaluate phase, during which this stuck-at-0 fault will be
propagated to the output [96] (which may be a Primary Output or input of a
scan flop, also known as Pseudo-Primary Output [135]).
The above test is not applicable for LSDL circuit family, since it is a
complementing dynamic circuit family (i.e., not positively unate). However,
in LSDL circuits, a latch immediately follows a single level of dynamic logic.
Hence an error in precharge due to delayed falling transition on an input will
immediately propagate to the corresponding Pseudo-Primary Output.
When using Precharge Control with functional justification [28] in a
scan based test environment, a question may arise about a situation where
the transition vector to a CUT needs the previous state to be at a precharged
value. However in Domino or any of its variants, such a circumstance will only
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occur if we are trying to test for a falling transition of input, and as mentioned
earlier, the Precharge Control scheme will be de-activated in such a case. In
LSDL, this situation can be tackled by applying an initialization vector that
causes the preceding stage to remain precharged after the precharge phase of
the initialization vector of CUT, i.e., phase 1 in our examples. If a completely
functional test is used for delay testing, then the method for tackling functional
justification can be extended accordingly.

3.3

Delay Test and Debug of Scan Based Dynamic Circuits
Scan design forms an integral part of the Design for Test (DFT) infras-

tructure of most modern integrated circuits. The basic advantage of incorporating scan feature on a chip is that it reduces the problem of test generation
for stuck-at faults in a sequential circuit, into test generation for stuck-at
faults in a combinational circuit with complete access to all primary inputs
(PIs) [48], [135]. However, as has been explained earlier, scan design poses
significant problems for timing characterization, both of static CMOS and dynamic circuits. This is because, the process of scanning in V2 after V1 has
been applied to the CUT, creates the effect of multiple unwanted intermediate
vectors being applied to the CUT between V1 and V2 .
In this section, DFTD techniques techniques are presented that help
overcome this problem, specifically in dynamic circuits. However for these
techniques to be effective, they need to be coupled with one of the Precharge
Control schemes presented in the previous section. The first such technique
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Figure 3.8: Two stage combinational logic with scan
involves placement of dynamic AND gates at the output of scan flops. Figure 3.8 shows two stages of combinational logic with a scan chain between
them (this figure is similar to the earlier two stage figure except for a noninverting buffer). Flops need buffers to drive the combinational logic, and we
have shown these buffers explicitly in the figure. Now in case the buffer is
dynamic, it will manifest itself as shown in Figure 3.9a, along with Precharge
Control Scheme 1 1 . Now if an additional transistor is placed in this circuit,
then at the logical level, the circuit will be converted from a buffer into an
AND gate. The scheme in shown in Figure 3.9b. The scan enable (SE) signal
1

In [37], Precharge Control Scheme 1 has been erroneously referred to as Precharge
Control Scheme 3 and vice versa in cases where they have been used in conjunction with
DFTD schemes for scan based dynamic circuits. The appropriate corrections have been
made here.
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can be used to control this additional transistor.
Thus, whenever a vector is being scanned into the scan chain, the combinational logic or CUT that is being driven by the scan chain is completely
isolated from the scan path. Hence the CUT remains at the state it was in
after application of the previous vector, which in case of delay fault testing
will be the initialization vector. When the complete transition vector has been
scanned in, it is applied to the CUT and its response propagated to the primary outputs (POs) or pseudo-primary outputs (PPOs). Hence the problem of
multiple unwanted intermediate vectors is overcome. Reuse of the scan enable
signal obviates the need for routing an additional global signal.
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Figure 3.9: a) Dynamic buffer b) AND Gated Flop Output scheme
In certain cases, where there is a fast pull down stack in the dynamic
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Figure 3.10: Evaluate Control scheme
portion of the circuit, like the 4-to-2 Carry Save Adder, an Evaluate Control
technique can be used, wherein the pulldown tree of a dynamic gate or complex
circuit block is connected to the dynamic node using a single NMOS transistor,
known as Evaluate Control Transistor. This technique is illustrated with the
help of a two level logic shown in Figure 3.10. In the figure, inputs A, B,
C and D form pseudo-primary inputs (PPIs) of the combinational logic block
(i.e., outputs of scan flops) [135]. During scan operation, the joint action of the
Precharge Control scheme (in this case we have used Precharge Control Scheme
1 ) and Evaluate Control technique, isolates the CUT from the scan chain, and
the SE signal is reused for controlling the Evaluate Control transistor. A point
to be noted here is that the Evaluate Control transistors are required only in
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the first level of logic in any combinational stage. Considering that there are
usually six to twelve levels of logic in a regular combinational logic stage, the
area overhead of this scheme is minimal, and so is the performance penalty.
Another scheme that can be used for delay testing of scan based dynamic circuits is ANDed Evaluate Clock, wherein the clock going to the footer
or evaluate transistor is controlled with an AND gate as shown in Figure 3.11.
The operation of this scheme and the effect it achieves is the same as the AND
Gated Flop Output and Evaluate Control schemes. However from a circuit
designers’ perspective, this scheme would not be considered very effective in
spite of its low hardware overhead. This is primarily because this scheme is
susceptible to charge sharing noise [122], [134], which might render it ineffective for delay fault testing. Nevertheless, this scheme can find its use in delay
test and debug of logic stages where stack heights of evaluation trees are small,
and the allowable hardware overhead for test purposes is limited.
Both AND Gated Flop Output and Evaluate Control schemes have one
more significant advantage, namely, reduced power in test mode, specifically
during scan operation. When a vector is being shifted into a scan chain, the
switching in the combinational logic could become very high. In the worst
case, it would be switching its state every cycle, and this may be higher than
the switching factor the circuit was originally designed for. In case the scan in
operation is done at a high frequency, then this could lead to very high power
dissipation and possible damage to the chip. The aforementioned schemes
isolate the combinational logic from the scan path when a vector is being
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Figure 3.11: ANDed Evaluate Clock scheme
shifted into it. Hence there is no switching activity in the combinational
logic block, leading to a significant reduction in power dissipation during scan
operation.

3.4

Simulation Results
Simulation results for the Design for Test and Debug schemes presented

in this paper, were obtained using a transistor level schematic of a high performance test circuit, namely, a 4-to-2 Carry Save Adder designed in 65nm
Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) [13] technology, using LSDL circuit family. The
simulations were carried out using nominal process conditions, with a supply
voltage of 0.9V and temperature of 85◦ C. A circuit diagram of the 4-to-2 Carry
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Save Adder is presented in Figure 3.7 [34]. It is built entirely in dynamic logic,
hence minimal number of PMOS transistors. Additionally, some portion of the
computation is carried out in the latch circuit, which is characteristic of the
LSDL circuit family. These factors make this circuit inherently fast. Another
factor which enhances performance is the relocation of the fast carry computation to where it is needed, i.e., the present bit. The fast carry is a majority
function of inputs A, B, and C of the previous or lesser significant bit, and its
computation is relocated by inputting those signals into the present bit. The
SUM is an XOR of inputs A, B, C, D and the carry in or the fast carry. The
CARRY is a majority function and is obtained as CARRY = Maj [(A ⊕ B ⊕
C ), D, Cin] [34].
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Figure 3.12: Precharge Control Scheme 1 a) Area-performance curve b) Powerperformance curve
Performance and power overhead numbers are given for the various
DFTD schemes for a cycle time of 100ps. However, in LSDL pipelines, two
phase clocking is sometimes attempted, wherein alternate stages operate in
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the high and low phase of the same cycle [11], [90]. Thus many stages will
have only half the cycle time for operation which in this case in 50ps. Hence
the correlation of area and power overheads with the associated performance
overhead is presented for both half cycle and full cycle operation.
Figure 3.12a shows the area-performance curve for Precharge Control
Scheme 1, and Figure 3.12b shows the power-performance curve for the same.
A precharge performance overhead of 42%, was the highest that could be
tolerated without violating cycle time and associated tolerance margins. This
is tantamount to a 21% performance overhead in full cycle operation and for
this upper bound on performance overhead, the area overhead is 4.1% and the
overhead in switching power is 0.97%. The area and power penalty incurred
in order to have the same level of precharge performance as obtained without
insertion of Precharge Control Scheme 1 are 8.03% and 5.53% respectively.
The area overhead incurred by incorporating Precharge Control Scheme
2 into the 4-to-2 CSA is 2.8% and the power overhead is 2.5%.
The area overhead of the Evaluate Control scheme is 4.2% for a 3%
performance penalty in full cycle operation, and 6% performance overhead
in half cycle operation. The power overhead for this performance penalty
is 0.46%. In order to ensure 0% performance overhead in the 4-to-2 CSA
while using this scheme, an area overhead of 11.2% and a power overhead
of 4.0% is incurred. When this scheme is used in circuits where there are
multiple levels of logic in a stage, unlike LSDL circuits, the percentage area
and power overhead will be much lower since the scheme will only be used in the
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Figure 3.13: Evaluate Control scheme a) Area-performance curve b) Powerperformance curve
first level of logic. The area-performance and the power-performance curves
for the Evaluate Control scheme are shown in Figure 3.13a and Figure 3.13b
respectively.
The AND Gated Flop Output scheme results in maximum area overhead
when used in the 4-to-2 CSA. This is mainly because the 4-to-2 CSA has only
two levels of logic, and we are effectively adding one more level to it. Hence to
limit performance overhead to 5% we need to incur an area penalty of 12.62%,
whereas in order to have no performance overhead, we need to incur an area
penalty of over 24%. Hence this scheme or its static CMOS variant Tri-Scan
[36] are more suitable for use in designs that have multiple levels of logic, and
addition of another level does not create a significant performance overhead.
However, since dynamic circuits are generally custom design, the Evaluate
Control scheme will be a better choice for them. The area-performance and
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Figure 3.14: ANDed Flop Output scheme a) Area-performance curve b) Powerperformance curve
the power-performance curves for the AND Gated Flop Output scheme are
shown in Figure 3.14a and Figure 3.14b respectively.
The area overhead and power overhead associated with the use of the

Percentage power reduction during scan

ANDed Evaluate Clock, in the 4-to-2 CSA is 2.96% and 2.45% respectively.
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Figure 3.15: Power-performance curve illustrating power reduction during scan
operation
Finally, the use of a Precharge Control scheme along with either Evaluate Control or AND Gated Flop Output will lead to significant savings in power
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dissipation during scan operation. Figure 3.15 shows the power-performance
curve, illustrating the power saving during scan operation, for Precharge Control Scheme 3 used in conjunction with Evaluate Control scheme in the 4-to2 CSA. The two curves illustrate the reduction in power dissipation during
scan operation, and the associated performance penalty incurred in during
precharge and evaluate modes, for full cycle operation. It can be seen that in
the best case, a power savings of over 50% over standard scan methodology
can be obtained using a combination of these two schemes. In this experiment,
scan environment was simulated by switching inputs in every cycle. The dynamic node was isolated from supply and ground when the Precharge Control
and Evaluate Control schemes were activated. The circuit of Figure 3.7 was
used, which has no launch latches. The capture latches do not switch when
the dynamic node is isolated by activation of the Precharge Control and Evaluate Control schemes. Hence, as mentioned in the previous chapter, isolation
techniques like those presented in this and the previous chapter may not provide significant benefits in terms of power savings during scan operation, if the
power dissipation during scan operation is dominated by power dissipation in
the latches.

3.5

Summary
Dynamic circuits are used in a large number of high-performance chips

to speed up critical paths. Consequently, their timing characterization is imperative, and current solutions have significant drawbacks. Two sets of Design
for Test and Debug (DFTD) schemes have been presented in this chapter.
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The first set of schemes enable pattern application for delay test and debug
in dynamic circuits with complete access to all inputs, and the second set of
schemes, when used in conjunction with the first, enable pattern application
in scan based dynamic circuits. The use of these schemes reduces the problem
of delay test and debug of dynamic circuits to that of delay test and debug
of scan based static CMOS circuits with complete access to all inputs. This
in turn also makes dynamic circuits more compatible with existing tools for
testing of static CMOS circuits.
The work presented in this chapter was published in [37], and the material in this chapter is based on the same. The test circuit used in this chapter
was published in [34].
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Chapter 4

Response Analysis for Timing Characterization
In Chapters 2 and 3, the focus was on techniques to enhance controllability
for timing characterization, i.e., delay test and debug of ICs. The focus of this
Chapter is on observability enhancements for timing characterization. As has
been mentioned in Chapter 1, observability requirements for an efficient timing
characterization scheme include detection of gross as well as small delay faults,
and determination of magnitude of violation for efficient debug. In Chapter
1, the drawbacks of existing timing characterization schemes were described,
and the use of delay line based time-to-digital conversion techniques for onchip delay measurement based timing characterization was proposed. In this
chapter three such timing characterization schemes are presented.
The concept of time-to-digital conversion is an old one, and a lot of
literature exists in this area. Some schemes for time-to-digital conversion were
listed in [46], which include methods based on CMOS tapped delay lines [30],
[55], [56], [79], [108] or otherwise [116], [125]. The latter included a technique
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where the delay to be measured is converted into a pulse, which in turn is
used to charge a capacitor. The final voltage of the capacitor indicates the
delay between the two signals [125]. The advantage of using delay line based
techniques over others was also highlighted in [46]. Comparison of different
techniques for time-to-digital conversion has been reported in the literature,
for example, in [30], [108]. A single ended tapped delay line based on CMOS
technology was presented in [9], [10]. In [52], [53], the use of a single ended, as
well as a differential or balanced tapped delay line (also known as a Vernier
Delay Line) scheme for time-to-digital conversion were presented. A balanced
or Vernier Delay Line circuit is made up of two delay chains, with intermediate tap points from both delay chains feeding into different inputs of storage
elements (which may be clock and data inputs or S and R inputs of flip-flops)
[46], [52]. The primary advantage of a balanced delay line over a single ended
one is that the resolution of delay measurement in the latter is limited by
the minimum achievable delay in a given technology, whereas, in the former,
the minimum achievable delay difference between two delay elements places a
lower bound on resolution, consequently, enabling lower values of resolution
[56]. Vernier Delay Line circuits were also reported in [46], [55], [56], [107],
[108]. In some of these papers, techniques to make Vernier Delay Lines insensitive to variations in process, voltage and temperature were presented, which
included Delay Locked Loop (DLL) based techniques to fix the resolution of
various stages of the circuits by providing different control voltages to voltage
controlled buffers in the delay lines. Most of these papers suggested the use of
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Vernier Delay Line for time-to-digital conversion in physics experiments. In
[56] the use of such a circuit in instrumentation, clock and data recovery in
communication applications was suggested.
The use of Vernier Delay Lines for jitter measurement has also been
reported in the literature, for example in [1], [20], [21], [27]. In [20], [21] a
single stage Vernier Delay Line was presented as a solution to the problem of
mismatch in loading, and also for reducing the area overhead of Vernier Delay
Line schemes. To enable robustness to variations, calibration technique was
presented to determine resolution of the Vernier Delay Line. Pulse shrinking
based delay lines have also been reported in the literature as another method
for time-to-digital conversion, and these are covered later in this chapter.
As mentioned earlier, in this chapter, three delay line based time-todigital converters are presented, which can be used for on-chip delay measurement based timing characterization of ICs. The rest of this chapter is
organized as follows. In Section 4.1 the first such scheme, titled Modified
Vernier Delay Line is presented, which overcomes drawbacks which existing
Vernier Delay Lines would suffer from, if they are used for timing characterization of ICs. In Section 4.2, a second balanced delay line based timing
characterization scheme is presented, which re-uses Design for Test (DFT)
infrastructure already present in ICs. In Section 4.3, the third timing characterization scheme is presented, which overcomes certain drawbacks of the
schemes presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, as well as those of existing Vernier
Delay Lines. This scheme, called Skewed Inverter Delay Line is based on pulse
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shrinking, and in Section 4.3, an overview of the existing literature on pulse
shrinking based delay lines is also presented, in addition to the description of
the Skewed Inverter Delay Line scheme, and its use for timing characterization
of ICs. Simulation results are presented in Section 4.4 and a brief summary is
presented in Section 4.5.

4.1

Modified Vernier Delay Line
The primary drawbacks of using existing balanced delay line schemes

like Vernier Delay Line for delay fault test and debug of critical paths in a
chip, is that they can only handle only cases where a path has a single kind
of transition on its input and output. That is to say, a given delay line could
handle either rising transition or falling transition on input, but not both.
Hence separate delay lines would be required for such transitions, as well as
for measuring delay of inverting or non-inverting paths when either of these
transitions are applied to them. In integrated circuits, critical paths can be
inverting or non-inverting, and either rising or falling transitions can cause
the worst case delay. Hence there would be a need for multiple types of delay
lines if existing Vernier Delay Lines were used for timing characterization, and
also there will be limitations on the use of a single delay line for measuring
delay of multiple paths, thus limiting the practiality of using on-chip delay
measurement based timing characterization. Additionally, in existing Vernier
Delay Line techniques, reading out of the values from the storage elements
for calculating delay is a difficult process, and existing solutions can have
high overhead. In this section, a scheme called Modified Vernier Delay Line
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(MVDL) is presented, which overcomes these drawbacks of existing balanced
delay line schemes with very low overhead.
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Figure 4.1: Modified Vernier Delay Line
The MVDL scheme is shown in Figure 4.1. It is basically a balanced
delay line scheme, having two buffer chains and associated latching elements.
Each individual buffer buf, in the lower buffer chain, has a delay tbuf that
is higher than delay tbuf

low

of the corresponding buffer buf low of the upper

buffer chain. A combination of a buf, buf low and an edge-triggered (rising
edge triggered in this work) latching element or flip-flop forms a stage of the
MVDL, with the resolution tres of the stage being

tres = tbuf − tbuf

low

In the absence of variations, this value tres would be the same for all
the stages, and hence would be the resolution of the MVDL. The issue of
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behavior of MVDL in face of variations and tackling such behavior is handled
later in this section. Another factor to note in Figure 4.1 is that each flip-flop
has its clock and data inputs coming through two different multiplexers. The
reason for this is explained later in this section. Also, the MVDL shown in
Figure 4.1 can handle only paths where a rising transition on the input causes
a rising transition on the output, just like existing schemes. This has been
done to facilitate ease of explanation of the scheme, and later in this section
the technique for handling all possible combinations of paths and transitions
using the same MVDL is presented.
Consider a non-inverting PUT whose delay is measured using the MVDL,
with rising transition at its input. The input of the PUT is routed to input x
of the MVDL, and the output of the PUT is routed to input y of the MVDL.
Before delay measurement, all the flip-flops in the MVDL need to be initialized to hold a logic value 0 in this case. Let the delay of the PUT be ∆t.
Then the difference between a rising transition at input x and a rising transition at input y is ∆t (assuming that the signals are delayed equally when
they are routed to MVDL inputs from the PUT). At each stage, this delay
difference between signals at x and y is reduced progressively by an amount
that equals tres . Finally, at a particular stage, the two signals catch up, i.e.,
the signal travelling along the lower buffer chain (which drives the clock input
of the flip-flops), arrives after the signal travelling through the upper buffer
chain (which drives the data input of the flop-flop). This stage captures in
a logic value 1, and is known as the indicator stage (referred to as n in this
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chapter). The indicator value for this PUT is logic value 1. The flip-flops in
all stages preceding the indicator stage continue to hold a logic value 0, and
the flips-flops in all stages that follow the indicator stage latch in a logic value
1. The indicator stage gives the delay of the PUT as a range illustrated by
the following equation.

(n − 1) ∗ tres < Path delay < n ∗ tres

(4.1)

The above equation does not take into consideration timing overheads
of flip-flops, i.e., setup time and hold time. The behavior of the scheme with
consideration of these issues is explained with the help of examples. Consider
a MVDL scheme, with resolution equal to 10 (no units are used in this example
to maintain generality). Consider 10 different PUTs, with delay ranging from
31-40. These are shown in Table 4.1. The signal coming from the input of the
PUT, travelling along the lower buffer chain, and feeding into the clock input
of the flip-flops is referred to as clk for the rest of this discussion. The signal
coming from the output of the PUT, travelling along the upper buffer chain,
and feeding into the data input of the flip-flops is referred to as D for the rest
of this discussion. The indicator stage for the range of path delays considered
with the aforementioned resolution is stage 4 of the MVDL. Any other range
of delays for PUTs shows similar behavior as in Table 4.1, but with a different
indicator stage.
The stage preceding the indicator stage is referred to as preceder stage
and the stage following the indicator stage is referred to as follower stage in
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PUT
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Path
Delay
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Delay difference between signals
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage5
21
11
1
-9
-19
22
12
2
-8
-18
23
13
3
-7
-17
24
14
4
-6
-16
25
15
5
-5
-15
26
16
6
-4
-14
27
17
7
-3
-13
28
18
8
-2
-12
29
19
9
-1
-11
30
20
10
0
-10

Table 4.1: Example to illustrate behavior of MVDL considering metastability
issues
this work. In this example, stage 3 is the preceder stage and stage 5 is the
follower stage. Column 2 gives the delay of various paths considered. and
columns 3-7 give the delay difference between the clk and D signals for stages
1-5 respectively. A positive delay difference indicates that the rising edge of D
arrives after the rising edge of clk at the flip-flop of the corresponding stage,
and a negative difference indicates that the rising edge of D arrives before the
rising edge of clk at the flip-flop of the corresponding stage. Six different cases
are now considered to illustrate the impact of different setup and hold times on
the accuracy of delay measurement using the MVDL. In this example, setup
and hold time definitions given in [126] are used. Setup time is the minimum
time before the clock edge for the data to become valid, and hold time is the
minimum time after the clock edge for which the data should remain valid in
order to avoid metastability.
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• Case 1: setup time = 6 and hold time = 6. In this case, there will
be metastability due to hold time violation in stage 3, i.e., the preceder
stage for PUTs 1-5, and the corresponding flip-flop will not be able to
definitively capture in a logic value 0. There will also be metastability
due to setup time violation in stage 4 or the indicator stage for PUTs 510 and the corresponding flip-flop will not be able to definitively capture
a logic value 1. There is no metastability in the follower stage for any of
the PUTs. Thus, for one PUT, namely PUT 5 there will be an indefinite
value due to metastability in two stages, the indicator stage and the
preceder stage, and for other PUTs, there will be metastability in 1 stage,
which could be either in the indicator stage (due to setup time violation)
or in the preceder stage (due to hold time violation).
• Case 2: setup time = 0 and hold time = 8. In this case, there is
no metastability in the indicator stage for any of the PUTs considered,
since the rising edge of D, which arrives at the flip-flop of the indicator
stage before the rising edge of clk or at the same time, and hence always
gets captured in that flip-flop definitively because the setup time is zero.
However, there is metastability in the preceder stage for PUTs 1-7 due
to hold time violation. There is no metastability in the follower stage
for any of the PUTs. Hence there is metastability in 0 or 1 stages and
it would occur in the preceder stage due to hold time violation.
• Case 3: setup time = 8 and hold time = 0. In this case, there
is metastability in the indicator stage for PUTs 3-10 due to violation of
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setup time. There is no metastability in the preceder stage for any of
the PUTs considered. There is no metastability in the follower stage for
any of the PUTs considered. Hence there is metstability in 0 or 1 stages
and it would occur in the indicator stage due to setup time violation.
• Case 4: setup time = 8 and hold time = -6. In this case there is
metastability in the indicator stage, for PUTs 3-10 due to violation of
setup time. There is also a hold time violation in the indicator stage for
PUTs 5-10. There is no metastability in the preceder stage or the follower
stage for any of the PUTs considered. Hence there is metastability in
0 or 1 stages, namely the indicator stage for the PUTs considered, and
could be due to setup time violation or hold time violation.
• Case 5: setup time = -6 and hold time = 8. In this case, there
is metastability in the preceder stage for PUTs 1-7 due to hold time
violation, and there is metastability in the preceder stage for PUTs 7-10
due to setup time violation. There is no metastability in the indicator
stage or the follower stage, for all the PUTs considered. Thus there is
metastability in 0 or 1 stages for the PUTs considered, namely, in the
preceder stage, and it could be due to setup time violation or hold time
violation.
• Case 6: setup time = 12 and hold time = 0. In this case, there
is metastability in the indicator stage due to setup time violation for all
PUTs considered, and there is metastability in the follower stage due
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to setup time violation for PUTs 9-10. There is no metastability in the
preceder stage. Thus there is metastability in 1 or 2 stages for the PUTs
considered, and it could be just in the indicator stage, or in the indicator
stage and the follower stage due to violation of setup time.
A few inferences can be made from the above example. Firstly, irrespective of the values of setup and hold times, there will be some PUTs for
which metastability can occur in the MVDL (since both setup and hold time
cannot be zero in a practical case). Hence there will be need for a metastability detector in the flip-flops to indicate if there is any metstability during
delay measurement of a given PUT. The metastability detector can be a simple one like the one used in [32]. If the value of tres is less than the setup time
or the hold time, then there can be metastability in multiple stages. If both
setup time and hold time are greater than zero but less than tres , then there
is possibility of metastability in 1 or 2 stages, i.e., either the indicator stage
or the preceder stage or both can have metastability. If the setup time is zero
or negative, but hold time is greater than zero but less than tres , then there is
a possibility of metastability in at most one stage, namely the preceder stage.
If the setup time is greater than 0 and less than tres , while the hold time is 0
or negative, then there is a possibility of metastability in at most one stage,
namely, the indicator stage. The last kind of flip-flop is the most common type
in ICs [126].
With this example and subsequent analysis, it can be safely said, that
the design of MVDL should be done with flip-flops that either have 1) hold time
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greater than 0 and less than tres and setup time equalling 0 or negative or 2)
setup time greater than 0 and below tres , and hold time 0 or negative. In case
either setup time of hold time have negative values, the absolute magnitude
should be less than tres . Under these circumstances, there will either be no
metastability in the MVDL or there would be a metastability in 1 stage only,
and that stage will be either 1) preceder stage or 2) indicator stage. The second
type of flip-flop, i.e., setup time greater than 0 and hold time 0 or negative is
more common [126].
Once the selection of a flip-flop is done, then the metastability issue can
be handled in different ways. Suppose the flip-flop with setup time greater than
0 and less than tres , and hold time 0 or negative is selected. In that case, if
there is metastability, the metastability detector will detect the stage where it
occurs. One can either consider the stage with metastability, and treat it as
the indicator stage, or ignore the stage with metastability, and consequently
consider the follower stage to be the indicator stage. However, either one of
the strategies has to be decided upon beforehand, and consistently adhered to,
both during calibration to determine resolution, and all subsequent measurements, irrespective of the indicator stage having or not having metastability
for any particular measurement. That is to say, for this kind of flip-flop and
the aforementioned delay measurement, one either needs to consistently treat
the first stage storing a logic value 1 or having metastability as the indicator
stage, or consistently treat the follower stage as the indicator stage.
Another factor that can be inferred from the above example and subse98

quent analysis is that the probability of metastability increases proportionately
with increase in setup time as a percentage of tres (for the case using the most
common flip-flop, i.e., the one with zero hold time and non-zero setup time,
with setup less than tres ). That is to say, if hold time is 0, and if setup time
is 80% of tres , then metastability occurs almost 80% of the time, and if setup
time is 90% of tres , then metastability occurs 90% of the time. Thus the probability of metastability increases as the setup time gets closer to tres . Of course,
if the hold time is negative, then it also plays a role in the metastability of the
indicator stage, as is seen in case 4, where all PUTs have metastability in the
indicator stage. An analogous reasoning can be made for hold time.
Until now, explaination of the MVDL assumed a rising transition on
the input and output of a non-inverting PUT. As has been mentioned earlier,
the worst case delays in paths could be due to a falling transitions, and/or the
PUT may be an inverting PUT. Hence all such possible combinations need to
be handled during delay test and debug. The MVDL scheme can handle all
such combinations and it uses a multiplexer-inverter arrangement before the
x and y inputs as shown in Figure 4.2 to do so.
Consider the case where the transition at the input of the PUT is a
falling one, and the PUT is non-inverting. As before, all the flops are RESET,
i.e., initialized to logic value 0 before delay measurement. The input and output of the PUT are routed into x and y respectively, through the multiplexerinverter arrangement. However, instead of feeding them in as they are into
the MVDL, the multiplexer selects the inverted version of input and output of
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Figure 4.2: Modified Vernier Delay Line with capability to handle all possible
paths and transitions
PUT since there is a falling transition on both. Since both signals undergo the
same additional delay, i.e., an inverter and a multiplexer, the relative separation between them remains the same, causing no error in delay measurement.
Now the inverted version of the signals, which are nothing but rising transitions, are fed into the MVDL, and the delay measurement takes place exactly
as before. The indicator value is also the same as for the PUT described at
the beginning of this section (non-inverting with rising transition at the input
and output), i.e., logic value 1.
Now consider the case of an inverting path with a rising transition at
the input. Inverting paths can be handled using the same circuit shown in
Figure 4.2, by just changing the initialization mechanism. The MVDL is initialized for measuring propagation delays of inverting paths by SETing all the
flops, i.e., storing a logic value 1 in them. Now the input and output are
fed in as they are (i.e., uncomplemented) through the multiplexer-inverter ar-
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rangement into x and y inputs of the MVDL respectively. The time difference
between the signals gets reduced at every stage by tres as before. However
the difference here is that the indicator stage is the one in which the flip-flop
latches in a logic value 0, and all subsequent stages will latch in a logic value
0. Hence logic value 0 is the indicator value for inverting paths.
The second possible case for inverting paths is when the input is falling
and the output is rising. Since the input is being used to clock the flops in the
MVDL which are positive edge triggered, and we intend to use a single type
of MVDL for all possible cases, we have to feed in the input as a rising edge.
So the multiplexer selects the inverted version of input and output of PUT
before feeding them through multiplexer-inverter arrangement into x and y of
MVDL respectively. Thus relative delay difference remains the same again.
Since the path is inverting, the MVDL is initialized by SETing it. Now all
the flops initially store a logic value 1, so the path delay is indicated by the
presence of the first flop which latches in a logic value 0.
Path
type
Noninverting
Noninverting
Inverting

Input
Transition
Rising

Inverting

Falling

Falling
Rising

x

y

Initialization

Noninverted
Inverted

Noninverted
Inverted

RESET

Indicator
Value
1

RESET

1

Noninverted
Inverted

Noninverted
Inverted

SET

0

SET

0

Table 4.2: Handling all possible paths and transitions using the same MVDL
Table 4.2 summarizes the techniques explained above for handling all
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possible transitions and paths. The control logic for the multiplexer is very
simple. It just selects the inverted version of the input of PUT when it is falling,
and non-inverted version when input of PUT is rising. In Table 4.2, the x and
y columns show the relation of the x and y inputs of the MVDL with the
input and output of the PUT respectively. For inverting paths, initialization
is done by SETing the MVDL and for non-inverting paths, initialization is
done by RESETing the MVDL. The above explaination and summary given
in Table 4.2 pertains to an MVDL designed using positive edge-triggered flipflops. A similar strategy will be required for negative edge-triggered flip-flops,
wherein, the input of the PUT would be fed as is into the x input of the MVDL
if the transition at input of the PUT is falling, and the the input of the PUT
would be inverted and fed into the x input of the MVDL if the transition on
the input of the PUT is rising.
The issue of reading out the indicator values stored in a MVDL for
a PUT is addressed by using a readout scheme which has minimal hardware
and pin overhead. As shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, the data input to every
flip-flop comes through a multiplexer, which in turn gets its inputs from a
corresponding tap point in the upper buffer chain, and the output of the flipflop of the previous stage. Similarly, the clock input of every flip-flop comes
through a multiplexer, which in turn gets its inputs from a corresponding
tap point in the lower buffer chain and a clock signal shiftclk. This kind of
topology is like a scan chain, and once delay measurement for the PUT has
been completed, the values stored in the flip-flops can be shifted out using this
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scan chain like arrangement, and the number of indicator value counted to
determine measured delay of the PUT. The READ OUT outputs of multiple
MVDLs can be multiplexed and connected to a single output pin.
In earlier discussion on the MVDL, it has been mentioned that all the
flip-flops need to be either SET i.e., initialized to logic value 1 or RESET, i.e.,
initialized to logic value 1. The scan chain like facility enables this to be done
very easily. Hence, whenever the results of delay measurement of a PUT is
being scanned out, a sequence of all 0s or all 1s can be scanned in to perform
initialization for delay measurement of the next PUT.
As has been mentioned earlier, the resolution tres of the MVDL or any
similar balanced delay line scheme is susceptible to variations. This warrants
a calibration technique to determine tres before the MVDL can be used for
timing characterization. In [46], the problem of variability in resolution is
handled by utilizing a sophisticated scheme, wherein voltage controlled delay
buffers are used in the upper buffer chain, and the bias voltage to these buffers
is generated using a Delay Locked Loop (DLL). The basic idea is to ensure
that the product of the average resolution and number of stages of the delay
line (this product is called ”dynamic range” in [46]) equals a predetermined
value, which in turn is the delay difference between two signals. In other words,
the resolution of the Vernier Delay Line was forced to be such that the delay
difference between the two calibration signals equals the ”dynamic range” of
the Vernier Delay Line.
However, for timing characterization, only determining the value of the
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average resolution is sufficient, and there is no need to set the resolution to
some specific value. Hence, the same two signals separated by a pre-determined
value, as used in [46] can be utilized to calibrate the MVDL, and the indicator
stage determined for measurement of the delay difference between the two
signals. Based on this, average tres can be determined for the MVDL. In
[52], such a technique has been applied to calibrate a balanced delay line,
wherein, two signals that are separated by a magnitude equalling the maximum
propagation delay measurable by the delay line are used, and the resolution is
averaged of the number of stages of the delay line.
One issue with the above calibration technique is that it implicitly
assumes all stages to have identical resolution. This may not be the case due
to mismatches in loading, and intra-die variability issues in DSM technologies.
In [35] a suggestion was made to calibrate each individual stage for a delay
line used for delay measurement, and a technique was proposed for the same,
which will be presented later in this chapter. A similar technique can be
applied here, wherein each stage will be calibrated individually using signals
that are separated deterministically. A technique for generating such signals
was presented in [21] for testing of the Vernier Delay Line presented in that
paper, and consisted of an on-chip voltage controlled delay cell to generate
phase delay. In case a digital circuit is desired, a digital variable delay cell like
the one presented in [129] could be used.
Due to the ”observability only” nature of MVDL, the process of timing
characterization using MVDL is similar to that that using scanout chain [97],
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Figure 4.3: Timing characterization using MVDL in a scan based environment
[101]. Figure 4.3 shows the use of MVDL for timing characterization in a
scan based environment. The PUTs to be tested are in between the Launch
Scan and Capture Scan. The pattern application scheme can be skewed-load
transition test [117], [118], Tri-Scan [36] or broad-side delay test [119] (for the
last one, Pre-launch Scan will also be used). The delay of the path is measured
by routing the tap points to the x and y inputs of the MVDL. For measuring
propagation delay of the combinational portion, inp1 ... inpn is selected to
be the x input of the MVDL, whereas for measuring propagation delay of the
entire path, clk2 or the system clock at the launch flop of the PUT is selected
to be the x input of the MVDL. In both cases, the output of the corresponding
PUT, i.e., out1 ... outn is selected to be the y input of the MVDL. Every time
the delay measurement for a path is done, the values stored in the MVDL
need to be scanned out, and this process can be coupled with the scan in of
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the initialization values for testing the next PUT, i.e., scanning in all 0s or all
1s. To reduce test time overhead due to the scan operation, the scanning out
of values from the MVDL can in turn be coupled with scanning in of the test
vector to be applied to the PUT. For timing characterization using functional
tests [101], there will be some latency between two consecutive tests using the
same MVDL, to facilitate scanning out of values for delay measurement of the
last PUT, and initialization of the MVDL for testing the next PUT.
Since small increases in propagation delay of a PUT can be detected
using MVDL, gross as well as small delay faults can be detected. Additionally,
for silicon debug, the magnitude of the delay fault can be obtained as follows

|ne − n + 1| ∗ tres <F aultSize<|ne − n| ∗ tres

(4.2)

where ne is the indicator stage for the expected value of the delay of
the PUT and n is the indicator stage for delay measurement of the PUT using
MVDL.

4.2

Delay Scan Chain
The MVDL module presented in the previous section is a low overhead

technique that can be used for delay test and debug. One interesting thing
about the MVDL is that it has a bank of flip-flops connected in the form of
a scan chain. Now, scan chains are a common feature in modern ICs, and if
it can be reused for delay measurement, then the the total overhead at the
chip level could possibly be much lower than MVDL, since we are now reusing
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existing DFT infrastructure for delay measurement. This is the motivation
behind the Delay Scan Chain presented in this section, which is a slightly
modified version of a regular scan chain, and can be used for on-chip delay
measurement based timing characterization of critical paths in an IC.
delay_scan scan_enable

scan_enable
din
Qn−1

D Q

Qn

delay_in
Qn−1

din

D Q

Qn

sysclk
sysclk
scan_clk

delay_clkin
scan_clk
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: a) Regular scan flip-flop and b) DSCAN flip-flop
The fundamental structure within a Delay Scan Chain is a flip-flop
called Delay Scan flop or DSCAN flop. A regular scan flop is shown in Figure 4.4a and a DSCAN flop is shown in Figure 4.4b. A regular scan flop has
2 modes of operation. It operates in the regular or functional mode when the
scan enable signal is at logic value 0, during which the scan flip-flop receives
data from the combinational logic through input din as shown in Figure 4.4a.
The flip-flop operates in the test or scan mode when scan enable signal is at
logic value 1, during which, the scan flip-flop received data either from the
previous stage scan flip-flop in the scan chain, or from the scan-in input of the
chip.
The DSCAN flop is obtained by adding a second level of multiplexers
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scan enable
0
1
1

delay scan
X
1
0

operation
Regular D flip-flop
Regular scan flip-flop
DSCAN flip-flop for delay measurement

Table 4.3: Modes of operation of DSCAN flip-flop
before a regular scan chain, as shown in Figure 4.4b. These multiplexers are
added in such a way, that they do not cause any additional delay to the data
path feeding into the scan flip-flop through the din input. The second level
of multiplexers are controlled using a separate signal called delay scan. The
DSCAN flop has three modes of operation and these are shown in Table 4.3.
When the scan enable signal is at logic value 0, the DSCAN flop operates
like a regular flop, i.e., in functional mode, irrespective of the value of the
delay scan signal, and receives data from the datapath through din, and is
clocked by the system clock or sysclock. When the scan enable signal is at
logic value 1, then there can be two modes of operation of the DSCAN flop,
based on the value of the delay scan signal. If the delay scan signal is at logic
value 1, then the DSCAN flop works in scan mode, wherein it receives data
from the DSCAN (or regular scan) flip-flop of the previous stage, or from the
scan-in input of the IC, through the Qn−1 input, and is clocked by the scan
clock scanclk (here n-1 represents the number of the flip-flop that precedes
the current flip-flop whose number is n, in the scan chain under consideration,
and Qn−1 representes the output of the preceding flip-flop). However, if the
delay scan signal is at logic value 0, then the DSCAN flop operates in delay
measurement mode. In this mode, when the DSCAN flop is placed in between
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two buffer chains and receives inputs from different tap points within the buffer
chains, as a flip-flop did in the MVDL scheme. The tap point from the upper
buffer chain feeds into the DSCAN flop through the delay in input and the
tap point from the lower buffer chain feeds into the DSCAN flop through the
delay clkin input.
buf

buf

buf

y
delay_scan
din scan_enable
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scanin
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bufh

bufh
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Figure 4.5: Delay Scan Chain
The Delay Scan Chain scheme is shown in Figure 4.5. Selective groups
of consecutive regular scan flip-flops are replaced using DSCAN flip-flops in
the figure. In Figure 4.5 N represents the number of flip-flops that have been
converted to DSCAN flip-flops, and L represents the length of the scan chain.
This group need not be in the beginning of the scan chain. Instead, they
should be placed at positions which maximizes the number of PUTs that are
close to them. The input of the PUT whose delay is to be measured is fed into
the x input, and the output is fed into the y input. Individual buffers buf in
the lower buffer chain have higher than corresponding buffer buf in the upper
buffer chain. The Delay Scan Chain performs delay measurement exactly
like the MVDL scheme, and is used for delay measurement by operating the
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DSCAN flip-flops in delay measurement mode as explained above. In order
to enable handling of all kinds of paths and transitions, a multiplexer-inverter
arrangement just like the one in the MVDL can be placed before the x and
y inputs of the Delay Scan Chain. The values stored in the DSCAN flip-flops
can be shifted out and initialization values can be scanned in just as it would
be done during a regular scan operation. The main advantage of this scheme
over MVDL is that existing DFT infrastructure in a chip is being reused with
slight modification. However, the drawback here is that the DSCAN flops also
form state holding elements during normal operation of a chip. Consequently,
the Delay Scan Chain scheme can be used only when the chip is in test mode
and cannot be used in conjunction with functional testing techniques like [101],

Circuit with PUTs
inp 1
out1
PUT1

inp n

PUT n

outn
y

Delay Scan Chain

Launch Scan Chain

unlike the MVDL.

x

inp n

clk2
inp 1

outn

out1

clk2

Figure 4.6: Timing characterization using Delay Scan Chain
The proposed timing characterization scheme using Delay Scan Chain
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is illustrated using Figure 4.6. Since the Delay Scan Chain is not an ”observability only” circuit, the timing characterization scheme would be more
complex, and would vary depending on the pattern application scheme. Let us
assume that in Figure 4.6 the pattern application scheme is one that enables
complete accessibility, like Tri-Scan [36]. Then, for timing characterization
purposes, initialization vector can be scanned in into the launch scan chain,
and the CUT initialized. However, initialization of the Delay Scan Chain will
take place when the transition vector is being scanned into the launch scan
chain. Subsequently, the Delay Scan Chain will be switched from scan mode
to delay measurement mode, and delay of the PUT measured. This delay
could be measured considering the clock signal (clk2 in Figure 4.6 as input),
or input of the PUT, in case delay of only the combinational portion of the
PUT needs to be measured.
In case the pattern application scheme is skewed load transition test
[117], [118] or broad-side delay test [119], the initialization of the Delay Scan
Chain needs to be done when the scan-in operation of the intialization vector
V1 for the CUT is taking place. Subsequently, when V1 is applied and the
transition vector V2 is generated, the Delay Scan Chain must be kept in regular
scan mode. Once V2 is applied to the CUT, the Delay Scan Chain is switched
from regular scan mode to delay measurement mode, and the propagation
delay of the PUT measured. The multiplexer in front of the Delay Scan Chain
is used to select the path whose delay is to be measured, and will do so when
V2 is applied to the CUT.
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4.3

Skewed Inverter Delay Line
The delay measurement schemes presented earlier in this chapter suffer

from a major drawback in that they require balanced routing across long distances, i.e., from the PUT to the delay measurment unit. This is because the
input and output of the PUT will have to be routed to the module, and that
would require ensuring that signals from the input and output of the PUT are
delayed by an exact amount when they reach the delay measurement module.
This would require an extremely careful custom layout process, which may not
be viable for Design for Test (DFT) and Design for Debug (DFD) structures.
Also, in presence of intra-die variations, the signals could traverse through
regions that lie in different process corners, leading to potential inaccuracies.
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Figure 4.7: a) Pulse generator b) Pulse shaper
In this section, a scheme called Skewed Inverter Delay Line (SIDL)
is presented, that overcomes the drawbacks of existing on-chip delay mea112

surement schemes for timing characterization. The SIDL scheme is shown in
Figure 4.8, and consists of a pulse generator and an Integrated Pulse Shaping
and Latching (IPSL) circuit. The pulse generator is shown in Figure 4.7a, and
is basically an XOR gate. The IPSL circuit consists of multiple stages, with
each stage having a pulse shaper driving the Latch Enable (LE) input of a
level triggered latch of that stage. In addition, the latches in each stage have
a multiplexer at their data input, with one input of the multiplexer connected
to a stable logic value 1, and the second input connected to either the output
of the previous stage or in case of the first stage, to an external scanin pin.
The output of the latch of the final stage is connected to an external scanout
pin.
The pulse shaper used in the IPSL circuit is shown in Figure 4.7b. It
consists of two inverters, the first one being a High PMOS Skew inverter, i.e.,
the PMOS width m times the NMOS width, followed by a High NMOS Skew
inverter. If a pulse is fed into the input of such a pulse shaper, then the falling
edge of the input pulse causes the intermediate node int to be pulled up very
fast due to the High PMOS Skew inverter, which in turn causes the output
of the pulse shaper out to be pulled down very fast, since the NMOS of the
second inverter gets switched on faster, and also because it is a High NMOS
Skew inverter. Thus the falling edge of the input pulse is propagated much
faster to the output of the pulse shaper than its rising edge, which causes the
pulse at the output of the pulse shaper to shrink as compared to the pulse at
its input.
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The skew ratio controls the magnitude by which the pulse is shrunk,
and if a greater skew ratio is used, i.e., m is made larger, then the pulse will be
shrunk by a greater amount. However, if the skew ratio is made too high, then
there is a higher possibility of unbalanced PMOS and NMOS variations, the
impact of which is discussed later in this section. Additionally, in Figure 4.7b,
the skew ratio m of the High PMOS Skew inverter is shown to be same as
that of the High NMOS Skew inverter. This is done to mitigate the impact of
unbalanced PMOS and NMOS variation on a pulse.
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Figure 4.8: Skewed Inverter Delay Line scheme
The working of the scheme is explained by considering the PUT to be
a non-inverting path in the CUT shown in Figure 4.8, with a rising transition
at the input of the PUT. The input and output of each PUT is fed into its
corresponding pulse generator, shown by x and y inputs in Figure 4.8. Delay
fault testing requires application of an initialization vector V1 and a transition
vector V2 . Hence, in order to test for a rising transition on this PUT, V1
will initialize the PUT input and output to logic value 0. Subsequently, when
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V2 is applied to the PUT, there will be rising transition at its input, which
will cause the output of the pulse generator to go to logic value 1. When
this rising transition propagates to the output of the PUT, the output of the
pulse generator will be pulled down to logic value 0. This process will result
in the pulse generator producing a pulse whose width equals the delay of the
PUT. If the PUT is an inverting one, an XNOR gate will be used as the pulse
generator.
This pulse is transmitted through an interconnect to the IPSL circuit
for the SIDL. Since the pulse is transmitted through a single line, there is
no need for carefully balanced routing when transmitting the pulse to the
IPSL circuit, thus eliminating the need for careful custom layout, as well as
reducing the possibility of inaccuracies due to process variations. The width of
the pulse should remain fairly constant (In the simulation experiments carried
out in this work, the tolerance of pulse width variation was limited to 5ps, and
this number is about 1% of the cycle time of a commercial processor reported
in the nearest technology [92]. However, the tolerance level could be higher
than this.) even when the pulse is transmitted across regions lying in different
process corners. This is because most process variations will speed up or slow
down the rising and falling edge of the pulse equally, thus keeping the relative
distance between them, and consequently the pulse width, constant.
An exception to this situation occurs when the interconnect through
which the pulse is transmitted to the IPSL module is either too long for the
source driver, or has intermediate inverters having unbalanced PMOS-NMOS
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variations, i.e., the process variations that affect PMOS and NMOS differently,
and cause the pulse to shrink. The way around this problem would be to
eliminate the use of intermediate inverters. Simulation results shown later
in this chapter support this solution by demonstrating that the pulse can be
transmitted with no change in width, over a long distance (about 500µm)
without need of intermediate buffers, and without the source driver being too
large. Also, if inverter pairs are used for intermediate buffering, then the some
of impact on the pulse due to unbalanced PMOS-NMOS variation in one of
the inverters would be offset by the similar unbalanced variation in the second
inverter of the pair. Another issue that can affect the integrity of the pulse
during transmission is that of crosstalk that has an unbalanced impact on the
pulse. However, since this scheme is used during testing of a chip, when the
chip is relatively quiescent, crosstalk is not anticipated to be an issue.
The latches in the IPSL circuit are all initialized to store a logic value
0 before running the delay measurement test. This is done by using the scan
chain like structure of the latches of the IPSL circuit, wherein a logic value
0 is scanned into all the latches. The pulse, whose width equals the delay of
the PUT is multiplexed into the IPSL and is chopped (i.e., it width shrunk)
before it drives the LE of the first stage latch. If the chopped pulse is large
enough, then a logic value 1 gets latched into the latch of the first stage of the
IPSL. The pulse is chopped progressively by pulse shapers of the subsequent
stages as it travels down the IPSL circuit, and at each stage, after shrinking
the pulse, the pulse shaper feeds it to the LE of the latch of that corresponding
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stage. The first stage where a logic value 1 is not latched in, due to the pulse
width at the LE input being too small, indicates the delay of the PUT and is
called the indicator stage (n).
The amount by which a pulse is shrunk in each stage is called the
resolution (tres ) of that stage, and depends on the difference between the pullup and pull-down times of the skewed inverters of that stage. It is given by
the following equation

tres = (tn − tp )HighP M OSSkew + (tp − tn )HighN M OSSkew
where tp and tn are the pull-up and pull-down times through the PMOS
and NMOS transistors of that particular inverter. Hence the minimum resolution, and consequently the minimum propagation delay/delay fault that can
be measured is limited by the minimum delay difference achievable between
pull up and pull down transistors in a given technology.
The hold time of the latches (thold ) can have an impact on tres , if it is
lower than the hold time. If tres is slightly lower than thold then there could be
an error of a single stage in delay measurement. However, if tres is significantly
lower than hold time of latches, then there could be a error of multiple stages.
Thus, thold places another lower bound on the minimum achievable resolution,
and a metastability detector would be needed just as suggested for MVDL and
Delay Scan Chain to detect metastability in the latches. The indicator stage
n stage gives the delay of the PUT as a range between (n-1)*tres and n*tres .
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The resolution of the pulse shaper of each stage is theoretically the
same, if identical pulse shapers are used. However, variations in process parameters and loading will cause this resolution to vary. Hence before using
this scheme for timing characterization, there needs to be a calibration phase.
The input multiplexer to the SIDL, shown in Figure 4.8 has a Calibration
Pulse input for this purpose. The calibration process involves generating a
pulse from two signals, the phase difference between which can be adjusted
deterministically, i.e., the delay between them can be measured. The width
of this calibration pulse is increased till it is wide enough to ensure that stage
1 of the SIDL is the indicator stage. The measured delay between the phase
shifted deterministic signals which generates this size pulse is the resolution
of stage 1 (tres1 ) of the SIDL. Now the two phase shifted signals are separated further to generate a pulse that is wide enough to ensure that stage 2 of
the SIDL is the indicator stage. The delay between the phase shifted signals
which generates this size pulse is t’res2, and the resolution of stage 2 (tres2)
is the difference between t’res2 and tres1 . In this manner, the resolution of all
stages of the SIDL can be determined, and this kind of calibration will ensure
robustness of the scheme to process variations. If the width of the calibration
pulse changes while it is being routed to the SIDL, then stage 1 is used as a
zero point, and resolution of subsequent stages is determined with respect to
resolution of stage 1.
Additionally, the Calibration Pulse input can also be used during the
initialization of the the SIDL latches. A very wide pulse will be sent in through
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this input so that the LE of all the latches is at logic value 1, enabling the
scanned values, i.e., logic 0 values, to be captured into the latches.
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Figure 4.9: Timing characterization using SIDL
Figure 4.9 shows the proposed timing characterization scheme using
SIDL in a scan based environment. Each PUT has its own pulse generator, and
the output of multiple pulse generators is multiplexed into an IPSL module.
The pulse generator is very small, i.e., a single XOR or XNOR gate, so it
can be placed very close to the PUT, thus precluding the need for routing of
signals across long distances. The input and output of a PUT are actually the
launch clock and input to the capture storage element respectively. In case
of edge triggered storage elements, these two signals have to be routed to the
pulse generator as shown in Figure 4.9a. However, if level sensitive latches are
used as storage elements, then, for long paths only, one can select the input of
the PUT to be the output of the launch latch, and output of the PUT to be
the output of the capture latch of the PUT, as shown in Figure 4.9b. Since
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almost all of the latches used in a chip are identical, this measured delay would
represent the entire delay of the PUT, i.e., delay through flop plus the delay
through the combinational logic. This solution would however be ineffective if
the path delay increases so much that it misses the capture level of the capture
flop. Also, if intra-die process variations are significant, then we would have
to revert to the original method of using launch clock and input of capture
latch as inputs to the pulse generator for accuracy.
Any existing pattern application technique can be applied to the PUT
and its delay measured as per the above scheme, due to the ”observability only”
nature of SIDL. If the delay of the PUT is larger than what was anticipated,
then there is a delay fault, the magnitude of which will also be known. In
this manner, all small delay faults can also be detected and hence any part
that has any defect or parametric failure mechanism, and would have escaped
normal speed testing, would be identified. Additionally, since the magnitude
of the delay fault is known, debug will be much easier, since the amount of
rectification required before future silicon spins will be known.
In addition to eliminating the need for balanced routing over long distances, the SIDL scheme will also have significantly lower overhead than the
schemes presented in [38], [39], [111] (these schemes were also discussed in the
earlier sections and Chapter 1). This is because it will require routing of only
one wire instead of 2 from each PUT to a delay measurement module, and also,
since it has a single delay line per module as compared to two, used in [38],
[39]. This SIDL could also possibly be used for adaptive design schemes that
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are based on on-chip delay measurement, an example of which is presented in
[89].
The use of a pulse shrinking delay line for delay measurement has reported earlier in the literature. In [106], [108], [109], [110] pulse shrinking
delay lines were used for delay measurement in physics and communication
applications. All of them require addressing of individual latches in the delay
line, and global reset signals which are needed to reset the SR latches used
in these papers, making them expensive in terms of hardware overhead. The
scan like structure in the SIDL overcomes these drawbacks, and facilitates
easy initialization (reset) as well as easy readout of the results, thus enabling
efficient timing characterization, i.e., delay fault testing and silicon debug.
Additionally, it was stated in [26] that the scheme presented in [110] has limited accuracy due to mismatches since it requires two identical pulse shrinking
delay lines. In [24], [25], [26], [131] pulse shrinking based delay measurement
techniques were presented that enable easier readout than in the delay measurement techniques in [106], [108], [109], [110]. However, the schemes in [24],
[25], [26], [131] require establishing a reference value against which the measured delay is compared. This is problematic for timing characterization since
it would require establishing a large number of reference values. The SIDL
actually measure the delay of the output of a PUT, referenced to its input,
making the unit a self-referenced one. Additionally, the counter in [24], [25],
[26], [131] would require a very fast clock, which may not always be practical.
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4.4

Simulation Results and Discussion
The MVDL module was designed in 0.18µm technology [5] and simu-

lation based delay measurement experiments were carried out to validate the
operation of the scheme and determine the number of stages required for measuring delay of top critical paths of different sized Wallace [137] and Dadda
[31] multiplier circuits. The top critical paths of completely combinational
versions of these multipliers were extracted using a commercial static timing
analysis tool (STA) [128], and non-inverting version of the paths were used.
The average resolution was calculated by measuring delay of the first test circuit, and it was approximately 97ps. In all the delay measurement experiments
(including the one used for calibration), the stage with metastability was ignored, and hence the indicator stage for delay measurement was actually the
follower stage the detailed explaination for which has been provided earlier in
this chapter. The results of delay measurement of the critical paths of different sized multipliers are shown in Table 4.4. In almost all cases the MVDL
measures delay accurately. However, the averaging of resolution can cause an
error in some cases, especially ones requiring a large number of stages.
In Table 4.4, we can see that in some cases a very large number of
stages are needed. However, in a real chip, a resolution of about 5%-10% of
the cycle time can be considered reasonable, and under such circumstances,
a 10 stage - 20 stage MVDL would be required. Another 2-4 stages may be
needed if delay faults that cause a PUT to have a latency of about 20% more
than the cycle time are to be measured for silicon debug. Area of a 12 stage
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Test Circuit

Delay measured
with STA
4 bit Wallace
2420
4 bit Dadda
1980
8 bit Wallace
4320
8 bit Dadda
3740
16 bit Wallace
7630
16 bit Dadda
6870
32 bit Wallace
14430
32 bit Dadda
12160

Delay measured
Indicator stage
25
21
45
39
79
71
149
125

with MVDL
Delay range
2328-2425
1940-2037
4268-4365
3686-3783
7566-7663
6790-6887
14356-14453
12028-12125

Table 4.4: Propagation delay measurement of critical paths of test circuits
using MVDL
MVDL module is about 0.0029% of a chip with 200mm2 die area and area of
a 20 stage MVDL module is about 0.0047% of a chip with 200mm2 die area.
This area is obtained using an Auto Place and Route tool [124]. Although
the MVDL module itself is compact, the real overhead of this scheme would
come from routing of inputs and outputs of different PUTs to an MVDL.
This overhead is dependent on the number of paths that need to be measured,
number of MVDLs that would be utilized in a chip as well as their placement
within the chip, and hence, is hard to estimate. This problem is actually a
combination of path selection and floorplanning and routing problems, and
would be hard to determine without actually having the complete layout of a
prototype commercial chip with MVDL.
To analyze the behavior of MVDL and obtain an approximate idea of
the possible resolution across different technologies, an experiment was run
wherein the delay of a 10 stage inverter chain was measured using a MVDL
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at 4 different technologies, namely 0.18µm, 0.13µm, 0.10µm and 0.07µm [19],
using nominal process corners and at 25◦ C operating temperature. The high
delay buffers that constitute the lower buffer chain were made up of a chain of
4 inverters and the low delay buffers were made up of 2 inverters, thus giving
a gross resolution of two inverters. The same MVDL and test circuit was used
for running HSPICE simulations using the four different technology files, and
just the scaling factor and supply voltage were changed. The flip-flops however
were designed individually, because setup and hold times of flip-flops do not
necessarily scale proportionately with technology. In certain cases additional
inverters had to be introduced in the flip-flops.
Tech.

0.18µm
0.13µm
0.10µm
0.07µm

Delay
using
HSPICE
simulation
(ps)
281
213
144
124

Supply Indicator
Voltage
Stage

Resolution
(ps)

(volts)
1.8
1.3
1.0
0.9

5
5
5
5

(ps)
59
45
30
26

Delay
measured
using
MVDL
(ps)
236-295
180-225
120-150
104-130

Table 4.5: Behavior of MVDL at different technologies
Table 4.5 shows the results of this experiment. In column 1 the four
technologies are listed, and the corresponding supply voltages are listed in
column 3. The delay of the inverter chain test circuit obtained using HSPICE
simulations is listed in column 2, and the indicator stage, i.e., the stage which
is the first to capture in a logic value 1 is listed in column 4. The average
resolution of the MVDL in this case is basically the average of individual
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resolution of the first five stages, and is listed in column 5. Based on this
average resolution and the indicator stage, the value of delay measured for
the inverter chain test circuit is obtained, and that is listed in column 6.
It can be seen that the MVDL circuit tracks variations in technology well,
and the indicator stage remains constant across different technologies. This is
because the delay of the test circuit as well as the resolution of the MVDL scale
proportionately. For ensuring robustness to variations, appropriate calibration
needs to be done to determine this resolution. Also, we can see that even with
a gross resolution equalling two inverters, the actual value of resolution is
quite low, ranging from 59ps in 0.18µm technology to about 26ps in 0.07µm
technology. This is indicative of the low resolutions of delay measurement
possible using MVDL. In real hardware, one can lose some resolution due to
unwanted loading or other effect, but at the same time, can get finer resolution
by means of buffer sizing instead of using the gross two inverter resolution
presented here. The flip-flop used for this experiment was a pulsed latch [126],
[134].
The Delay Scan Chain scheme is basically obtained by placing another
level of multiplexers before the MVDL scheme, and hence during simulation,
behavior of the scheme is similar to the MVDL, and so is the resolution, since
the loading on the buffers is the same. This is illustrated in Table 4.6, where
the propagation delay of the non-inverting versions of critical paths of different
sized Wallace [137] and Dadda [31] multipliers as well as those of some ISCAS
benchmark circuits and 74 series circuits [57] is measured using Delay Scan
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Chain, using the same assumptions and conditions as those mentioned for the
MVDL earlier in this section.
Test
Circuit

Delay
measured
with
STA
(ps)
4 bit Wallace
2420
4 bit Dadda
1980
8 bit Wallace
4320
8 bit Dadda
3740
16 bit Wallace
7630
16 bit Dadda
6870
32 bit Wallace
14430
32 bit Dadda
12160
c432
4950
c499
1590
74181
1500
74182
760

Delay measured with
Delay Scan Chain
Indicator
Delay
Stage
Range
(ps)
25
2328-2425
21
1940-2037
45
4268-4365
39
3686-3783
79
7566-7663
71
6790-6887
149
14356-14453
125
12028-12125
51
4850-4947
17
1552-1649
16
1455-1552
8
679-776

Table 4.6: Propagation delay measurement of critical paths of test circuits
using Delay Scan Chain
Area and power overhead of a Delay Scan Chain as compared to a regular scan chain was computed (these overheads do not include overhead due
to routing of the PUT to the delay measurement module and overheads due
to routing of delay scan signal) for different sized scan chains, with all of them
having the first 20 stages as DSCAN flip-flop stages, and the remaining stages
as regular scan flip-flop stages. That is to say, area and power dissipation due
to use of 20 stages of DSCAN flip-flops in different scan chains ranging in length
from 100-2000 was computed and compared to scan chains of corresponding
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lengths where no DSCAN flip-flop is used. The computed area is basically
just the pre-layout transistor area (product of transistor width and length).
For computing power dissipation, HSPICE simulations was carried out using
smaller length scan chains and Delay Scan Chains (40 and 100 stages), and
based on these, the power dissipation f or different sized scan chains and Delay
Scan Chains was calculated. The idea of this experiment and analysis is to
provide an estimate of comparative overheads rather than absolute numbers.
The simulations were carried out using 0.18µm technology [19], under nominal process conditions, with a supply voltage of 1.8V and at 25◦ C operating
temperature. A sequence of all 1s was scanned into both chains for computing
power dissipation. Additionally, for the Delay Scan Chain, a transition was
created at the input and the output of the upper buffer chain to do a more
pessimistic analysis (since the scan operation and the delay measurement operation never take place simultaneously). The results of this analysis are shown
in Figure 4.10. It is evident that, although the use of 20 DSCAN stages in scan
chains of smaller length like 100-200 stages leads to significant area overheads,
this overhead is much lower in more practical length scan chains which are
about 2000 long [139], and in those the area overhead per scan chain is about
0.29% and power overhead is about 1.27% at 25◦ C.
In order to validate the use of the Skewed Inverter Delay Line (SIDL)
scheme for on-chip timing characterization, the SIDL was designed in 0.18µm
CMOS [19] technology, using a chain of pulse shapers, the output of each being
connected to the latch enable (LE) of a level triggered latch. Each pulse shaper
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Figure 4.10: Percentage area and power overhead of a Delay Scan Chain with
respect to a regular scan chain
consisted of a pair of skewed inverters, and the dimension of the all shapers
were identical for all simulation experiments. The latch used was a pair of
cross-coupled inverters with a transmission gate at the front end, and a logic
value 1 was placed at the D input of these latches. The gate terminals of the
transistors of this transmission gate get their input from the LE terminal of
the latch, through a pair of inverters, with skew ratio similar to those used in
the pulse shapers. Delay measurement experiments were run on non-inverting
versions of top critical paths of different sized Wallace [137] and Dadda [31]
multiplier circuits (extracted using a commercial STA tool). Table 4.7 shows
the results of this simulation experiment. This simualtion experiment was
carried out under nominal process conditions, with 1.8V supply voltage and
25◦ C operating temperature. The average resolution for delay measurement
was approximately 60ps, and was calculated based on pulse width at output
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of some stages while doing delay measurement for the first test circuit. It
can be seen that SIDL measures delay with reasonable accuracy. In case
of 32 bit Wallace [137] and Dadda [31] multipliers, there is an overestimate
of one stage. This is because the resolution considered was an approximate
average one, and there is a margin of error of about 1-2ps, during HSPICE
simulations. Additionally the pulse generator induces some inaccuracy. The
cumulative effect of these factors, causes an error in delay measurement of
about one stage. This phenomenon is referred to as the sim-avg effect in this
work. However, during characterization of a chip, each stage will be calibrated
to obtain its resolution, and typically there would be 10-20 stages (with tres
being 5-10% of cycle time), and this error will not arise. The error induced
in delay measurement due to the pulse generator is indicated in column 4 of
Table 4.7. This error is very low, ranging from 0.27% to 1.67% for the circuits
considered, and should not be an issue in timing characterization. However, if
it does become an issue then a margin of error has to used to account for it in
a chip.
The area of a single 20 stage SIDL in 0.18µm technology [5] is about
0.0024% of a 200mm2 chip, about half that of the MVDL. This area is obtained
using an Auto Place and Route tool [124]. This is just the area of module,
and not of the scheme, which, just like the MVDL will depend upon number
of modules used, number of paths being tested and so on, and is outside the
scope of this work.
As mentioned before, process variations can affect the pulse width and
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Test
Circuit

HSPICE
Delay

Pulse
Width

4 bit Wallace
4 bit Dadda
8 bit Wallace
8 bit Dadda
16 bit Wallace
16 bit Dadda
32 bit Wallace
32 bit Dadda

(ps)
1197
1016
1948
1849
3674
3385
6402
5976

(ps)
1181
999
1919
1833
3658
3369
6373
5960

Inaccuracy
due to
Pulse
Generator

Indicator
Stage

1.34%
1.67%
1.48%
0.87%
0.44%
0.47%
0.45%
0.27%

20
17
32
31
62
57
108
101

Delay
Range
using
SIDL
ps
1140-1200
960-1020
1860-1920
1800-1860
3660-3720
3360-3420
6420-6480
6000-6060

Table 4.7: Propagation delay measurement of critical paths of test circuits
using SIDL
accuracy of delay measurement in the SIDL scheme if there are intermediate
inverters used as buffers, with unbalanced PMOS and NMOS variations that
could change the width of the pulse. Hence simulations were run in 0.10µm [19]
technology to determine how far the pulse can be routed with only one inverterpair (pre-driver + driver) as buffer at the output of the pulse generator, while
ensuring that pulse width does not vary more than 5ps, which is about 1% of
the cycle time of a commercial processor reported in the nearest technology
[92]. Figure 4.11, shows the total driver width (pmos+nmos of 2nd inverter) in
µm required to route the pulse across different lengths of wire. It is clear that
the pulse can be routed across 500µm of wire without the driver size being very
high. This would be sufficient to meet the needs for timing characterization in
most processors. The interconnect model used was a lumped pi model, with
resistance r=0.7 ohms/um and capacitance c1 and c2 = 0.12fF/um.
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Figure 4.11: Driver size vs. interconnect length for the SIDL scheme
In order to analyze the response of the SIDL scheme to technology
variations and obtain an idea of the approximate average resolution at different
technologies [19], the critical path of the 4 bit Wallace multiplier was used as
a test circuit, and delay measured using the SIDL scheme across four different
technologies [19]. The technology file and scaling factor were changed to run
these HSPICE simulations. The results of this simulation experiment are
Tech.

0.18µm
0.13µm
0.10µm
0.07µm

Supply
Voltage

(volts)
1.8
1.3
1.0
1.0

Delay
using
HSPICE
simulation
(ps)
1197
821
664
486

Indicator
Stage

20
18
19
19

Average
Delay
Resolution measured
using
SIDL
(ps)
(ps)
60
1140-1200
45
765-810
36
648-684
26
468-494

Table 4.8: Behavior of SIDL across different technologies
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shown in Table 4.8. The technologies and the corresponding supply voltages
are listed in columns 1 and 2 respectively, and the simulation experiment was
run under nominal process conditions, and at an operating temperature of
25◦ C. The delay of the test circuit obtained using HSPICE simulations is shown
in column 3. The indicator stage for delay measurement using SIDL is shown in
column 4, and the delay of the SIDL circuit, obtained using this indicator stage
and the corresponding average resolution is shown in column 6. The average
resolution, shown in column 5, is an approximate one calculated based on
pulse width at output of some stages for different technologies. It can be seen
that with scaling of technology, the resolution scales down proportionally, and
hence, the delay measured using SIDL remains reasonably accurate. Hence,
determining the resolution of individual stages using calibration will ensure
robustness to process variations.
Variation HSPICE Indicator
in L
Delay
Stage
(ps)
-20%
643
16
-10%
900
19
0%
1197
20
+10%
1518
21
+20%
1851
21

Avg.
SIDL
Res.
Delay
(ps)
(ps)
39
585-624
48
864-912
60
1140-1200
74
1480-1554
90
1800-1890

Table 4.9: Behavior of SIDL in presence of L Variations
Another simulation experiment was carried out using the critical path
of the 4 bit Wallace multiplier as a test circuit to further analyze the response of
the SIDL scheme to process variations in 0.18µm technology [19], using 1.8V
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supply voltage and 25◦ C operating temperature. One of the major process
parameters, namely transistor length, was varied globally by ±20% for this
experiment, and the delay of the test circuit measured using SIDL. The latches
were sized separately. Such a large variation is a bit pessimistic, but the
objective was to analyze behavior of SIDL under such pessimistic conditions
of variability. Table 4.9 shows the results of this experiment1 . It is clear that
the SIDL scheme tracks process variations well, and the delay range measured
using SIDL represents the path delay with reasonable accuracy.
In both the above experiments, the sim-avg effect can cause an error of
1 stage in some cases, which should not be present in real hardware measurements if appropriate calibration is done to determine resolution of individual
stages.

4.5

Summary
Response analysis for timing characterization requires detection of gross

and small delay faults and determination of magnitude of violation for silicon
debug. In modern ICs, current techniques for timing characterization are unable to efficiently accomplish these objectives. In this chapter, schemes for efficient timing characterization of such ICs, based on on-chip delay measurement
have been presented. These schemes are robust in face of process variations,
and can effectively detect small as well as gross delay faults, and determine
magnitude of violation.
1

There was a simulation error in the corresponding table in [35]. In the corrected version
presented here, the SIDL scheme tracks variations slightly better than in [35].
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The ideas presented in this chapter were published in [35], [38], and [39].
The material presented in this chapter is based on these papers. The multipliers used as test circuits were designed by Antony Sebastine and Whitney J.
Townsend.
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Chapter 5

Adaptive Design for Parametric Reliability
Until this point in the dissertation, techniques to detect and debug timing violations in chips have been explored, which can enable detection of bad parts,
which in turn are discarded. However, a large number of chips can have delay
faults that are caused by variations in process and environmental parameters,
and these chips, which are otherwise defect free, will fail the test process and
be discarded along with the defective parts. This can lead to significantly
low yield numbers, and affect the economic viability of a product. As technology scales further into the nanometer domain, the impact of variability on
a chip increases. The effect of variability on nanometer scale chips has been
elucidated in Chapter 1. Traditionally, designers tackled variations by keeping
margins in their designs, but such a design methodology is not feasible in Deep
Sub-micron (DSM) technologies, the reasons for which have been discussed in
Chapter 1. In Chapter 1, the use of adaptive design as a solution to tackle
variability was also discussed, along with the two categories, namely iterative
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and non-iterative. Adaptive design techniques enable a particular instance of
a die to work optimally in face of process variations thus enabling parametric
reliability in chips. Since timing is one of the most important parameters of
an IC, and forms the focus of this work, hence in this chapter, adaptive design
techniques that enable timing-optimized or performance-optimized parametric reliability in ICs are presented. Such techniques will mitigate yield loss
die to variability, while giving priority to performance, hence ensuring that
adaptation does not cause a chip to violate minimum performance specifications. This is done by providing optimal compensation within predefined
performance bounds.
Adaptive design methodologies for process variation tolerance have process perturbation sensing scheme(s), which in turn drive the process compensation mechanism(s) in a circuit. Examples of process perturbation sensing
schemes include on-chip delay sensing, on-chip leakage sensing, and on-chip
delay measurement schemes. Compensation mechanisms include an appropriate voltage setting , frequency setting, or a particular component from a set of
redundant components [15]. An example of such adaptive design for inter-die
variations is presented in [65], where a set of keepers are connected to a dynamic node, and an on-chip leakage measurement module is used to determine
the process corner of the chip. If the particular instance of a die lies in a low
leakage process corner, then a narrow keeper width is selected to ensure that
the die has good performance, whereas, if an instance of the die lies in a high
leakage process corner, then a wide keeper is selected to enhance robustness
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of the die. The optimal keeper width is one-time programmable via fuses [65].
The drawback of the above scheme is that there is no direct performance
monitoring to ensure that the chip meets the performance specifications. Also
this technique is complex, requiring the generation of 3 bitlines from a leakage
measurement module, and will require a large area overhead, especially if multiple modules are used per die to compensate for intra-die process variations. A
second approach to adaptive design is the use of on-chip delay measurement or
delay sensing to determine the process perturbations, and subsequently drive
the process compensation mechanism. An example of such design is presented
in [89], where the delay of a path is measured to drive an Adaptive Body-Bias
(ABB) scheme. This type of adaptive design mechanism ensures that the process compensation that is provided is optimal within the given performance
constraint. However, the process perturbation sensing scheme presented in
[89] has high overhead, since the delay measurement module is a complex one
requiring comparators and a decoder. This scheme is highly area-inefficient in
compensation schemes, and even more so for process compensation for intradie process variations, because of the large number of process perturbation
sensing modules that would be needed. Another scheme, which is basically
a delay sensing scheme and has low overhead has been presented in [32]. In
this scheme, values of a capture latch and a shadow latch whose clock is a
delayed version of the capture latch, are compared, and in case of a difference,
the supply voltage value is increased (starting from the minimum value). This
kind of mechanism for sensing process perturbations would be iterative and
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can take a lot of time to converge, and also places timing constraints on the
path whose delay can be measured.
If delay measurement is used for sensing process perturbations, and a
performance bound is set on the amount of adaptation, based on minimum
acceptable performance, then the amount of adaptation provided will have
a timing constraint, and can be considered performance-optimized adaptation. Also, in order to overcome the aforementioned drawbacks of the existing
delay measurement schemes, one can use delay line based time-to-digital conversion techniques [35], [39], [46], [52], for on-chip delay measurement based
process perturbation sensing schemes. The adaptive design schemes presented
in this chapter use such simple and low overhead on-chip delay measurement
modules for sensing process perturbations. These modules directly drive the
process compensation mechanism, thus obviating the need for complex decoder circuitry, and has a direct bound for the degree of adaptation based
on minimum performance specification, thus enabling performance-optimized
parametric reliability. The schemes presented in this chapter can be easily
used for adaptation to inter-die variations, but for intra-die variations, it has
to be ensured that the process perturbation sensing schemes and process compensation mechanisms lie in the same corner, and this could be a source of
inaccuracies.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1 techniques for sensing of process perturbations based on on-chip delay measurement are presented. The compensation mechanisms driven by these process
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perturbation sensing schemes are presented in Section 5.2. Simulation results
are presented in Section 5.3, and a brief summary is presented in Section 5.4.

5.1

Process Variation Sensing Schemes
The on-chip delay measurement module used for process perturbation

sensing is a variant of the Modified Vernier Delay Line (MVDL) module presented in [39] and in the last chapter, and is shown in Figure 5.1. This circuit,
which called MVDL-PD in this work, measures the delay of a path based on
the principle of time-to-digital conversion using balanced delay lines, just like
MVDL and its predecessors [46], that were presented in the last chapter. The
difference between this circuit and the MVDL is that it has programmable
delay buffers instead of regular buffers, and the outputs of certain flip-flops
in the module are combined into a bus as shown in Figure 5.1. The reason
for these alterations will become clear when the working of the MVDL-PD is
explained.
The working of the MVDL-PD is quite similar that of the MVDL. It is a
balanced delay line module, and has two chains of programmable delay buffers
and associated edge triggered latching elements or flip-flops. A combination of
a buf with delay tbuf , buf low with delay tbuf

low

and a flip-flop whose clock and

data inputs are driven by the output of buf and buf low respectively through
multiplexers, form a stage of the MVDL-PD. The delay of buf of a given stage
is higher than the delay of buf low of that particular stage. The difference
between the delay of buf(s) and buf low(s) of any given stage is called the
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Figure 5.1: MVDL-PD
resolution of that stage, and is given by the following equation.

tres (s) = tbuf (s) − tbuf

low (s)

(5.1)

The (s) indicates the stage whose resolution is under consideration,
since different stages of the MVDL-PD can be programmed to have different
resolution, using the programmable delay buffers. In order to sense process
perturbations and determine the corner in which a particular instance of the die
lies, the delay of a Representative Critical Path (RCP) in the die is measured.
This path basically would represent the longest path in the circuit. The input
and output of the RCP are routed to the x and y inputs of the MVDL-PD,
respectively. The MVDL-PD is initialized by making the values stored in all
the flip-flops equal to a logic value 0. This could be done by scanning in a
sequence of zeros into the MVDL-PD, since the output of every flip-flop in the
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MVDL-PD is connected to the input of the next flip-flop, leading to a scan
chain like setting.
Post-initialization, the process of measuring delay of the RCP begins
by applying a rising transition at the input of the RCP, which in turn, causes
a rising transition at the input x of the MVDL-PD. After a period ∆t, which
equals the delay of the RCP, a rising transition also occurs on input y of the
MVDL-PD. At this point, the signals at the input of the MVDL-PD are separated by a time interval ∆t. After crossing the buffers of the first stage, this
time interval is reduced by tres (1), i.e., the resolution of the first stage. However, if tres (1) is not greater than or equal to ∆t, then the rising transition at
the data input of the stage 1 flip-flop arrives later than the rising transition at
its clock input, and consequently, this flip-flop continues to hold its initialized
value.
The time interval between the signals travelling along the upper and
lower buffer chains of the MVDL-PD is progressively reduced as the signals
propagate through the module. At a particular stage, the rising transition
on the data input of the flip-flop of that stage arrives earlier than the rising
transition on the clock input, and this flip flop is the first one that latches in
logic value 1. This stage is known as the indicator stage (n), since it indicates
the delay range of the RCP as follows.

(n − 1) ∗ tres < Path delay < n ∗ tres
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(5.2)

For simplicity of representation in the above equation, the resolution
of all stages have been assumed to be equal. If resolution is different for some
stages, then resolution of individual stages will need to be determined, and
the path delay measured using those values of resolution. All stages after the
indicator stage latch in a logic value 1. There is a possibility of metastability
due to setup and/or hold time violation, and the stage or stages in which
metastability can occur depends on the values of setup and hold times of the
flip-flops, as well as the value of tres . In the common case of a flip-flop with
non-zero setup time and zero hold time [126], if tres is higher than the setup
time, there is a possibility of metastability only in the indicator stage for
certain paths. The probability of occurrence of this metastability increases as
the setup gets closer to tres . A metastability indicator would need to be used
with the flip-flops, an example of which is the one used in [32].
As mentioned earlier, the original MVDL scheme, presented in [39] operates in a manner similar to the one explained above. It was designed for test
and debug purposes, and with appropriate calibration to determine resolution
of each stage, is robust to process variations. However, such a scheme would
not be effective when used for driving process compensation mechanisms, because different components of the process compensation circuitry would be
connected (hardwired) to different stages of the MVDL, and these connections
cannot be changed after a die has been fabricated. In [46], a technique was
proposed to make a balanced delay line tolerant to variations, by making the
upper buffer chain using voltage controlled buffers, and regulating the con-
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trol voltage using a Delay-Locked Loop structure. Instead of such a complex
scheme with high overhead, a similar but simpler scheme with a lower overhead is presented here, wherein programmable delay buffers are used in both
buffer chains as shown in the MVDL-PD, and a calibration phase using signals
separated by known values is coupled along with the process of setting the resolution of each stage to a desired value, irrespective of the process corner in
which the MVDL-PD lies. This tuning of the resolution will be done one-time
for each fabricated die (since this work targets only manufacturing induced
process variation issues and not environmental variation or lifetime degradation issues), and can be done during testing of the part, hence obviating the
need of a complex scheme like the one in [46]. In this manner, by clamping the
resolution of the MVDL-PD to a known value, delay fluctuations of the RCP
and consequently, process perturbations can be tracked. The programmable
delay buffers could be analog ones like those used in [46] or digital ones like
those used in [129].
To utilize the MVDL-PD to drive a process compensation mechanism,
the output of selected flip-flops are combined to form a bus that indicates
variations in process parameters (based on the measured delay of the RCP),
as shown in Figure 5.1. The selection of the flip-flops is done in order to
incorporate a range of latencies of the RCP. The flip-flop whose output forms
the left most part of the bus is the one which is the indicator stage for the
RCP when the die is working in the fastest process corner. The flip-flop
whose output forms the right most part of the bus is the one that forms
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Figure 5.2: MVDL-OHE
the indicator stage for the maximum permissible latency of the RCP. If the
die lies in a process corner that is any slower than this, then the die will
be considered beyond minimum permissible performance specifications, and
no further adaptation will be provided. In this manner, priority is given to
chip performance. Also, this kind of mechanism ensures that the adaptive
design scheme does not attempt to compensate for manufacturing defects.
Metastability issues in the flip-flops need to be handled based on the type of
flip-flop used.
A modification to the MVDL-PD can be made wherein the input and
output of every flip-flop of the MVDL-PD can be connected using XOR gates,
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and the outputs of the XOR gates can be combined to form a bus which, in
turn, can be used to drive the process compensation circuitry. This kind of
XORing will make the bus one-hot, with the single output which is at logic
value 1 indicating the delay of the RCP, and consequently, the process corner.
Such a module is referred to as MVDL-One Hot Encoded (MVDL-OHE) in
this work, and it is shown in Figure 5.2.

5.2

Process Compensation Mechanisms
In this section, process compensation techniques, that are driven by

the process perturbation sensing schemes presented in the last section are
presented. These techniques enable post-manufacturing reconfiguration of a
chip to compensate for manufacturing induced process variations.
5.2.1

Process Compensation for Performance-Optimized Robustness
In this subsection process compensation techniques are presented for

dynamic and static CMOS circuits, that ensure a given circuit has optimal robustness to certain noise mechanisms in a chip, while not violating performance
constraints. The primary noise mechanisms that affect digital integrated circuits are leakage, charge sharing, crosstalk, power supply noise, and substrate
noise [122]. In this work, techniques for compensating variations in process
parameters that affect 1) sub-threshold leakage noise in static and dynamic
circuits, and 2) charge sharing noise in dynamic circuits are targeted.
Sub-threshold leakage noise constitutes a major portion of the current
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flowing through a transistor in the off-state and is a significant problem in
DSM technologies. Leakage current causes a charged node of a static circuit
to discharge, or a discharged node to get charged through an off transistor.
The magnitude of leakage current increases with reduction in the threshold
voltage of transistors, which is the normal trend in scaling. The primary
sources of sub-threshold leakage current in transistors are weak inversion and
drain induced barrier lowering [91].
Charge sharing noise primarily affects dynamic circuits, and is caused
by redistribution of charge on the dynamic node of a circuit with other internal
nodes in the circuit, with which the dynamic node is connected through an
on transistor. The on transistor may be in such a condition due to a desired
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signal at its input, or an undesired transition caused by factors like crosstalk
[122].
In static CMOS circuits, a circuit level technique to mitigate leakage
constitutes addition of a transistor between the circuit whose leakage needs to
be mitigated, and the corresponding supply rail [91]. This transistor is known
as the sleep transistor, and is shown in Figure 5.3a. It is switched off in the
off state of the circuit using the sleep signals, in order to mitigate the flow of
leakage current. The sleep transistor is sized keeping in mind the magnitude
of leakage of the chip, and performance constraints.
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Figure 5.4: Process compensation for a) static CMOS circuits b) dynamic
circuits
However, when variations in process parameters affect the circuit, then
the sizing of the sleep transistor becomes a difficult task. For such circum147

stances, a scheme is presented here wherein a bank of sleep transistors are connected to the logic block using programmable fuses as shown in Figure 5.4a.
Each transistor in the bank gets its input from a signal obtained by ANDing
the sleep signal with a bit from the bus that comes out of a MVDL-PD and
indicates the process corner. This results in selection of an optimal sized sleep
transistor. As an example, assume that the 11th stage of the MVDL-PD is
made to be the indicator stage for the RCP under a nominal process corner,
the 10th stage is made to be the indicator stage when the die is working in the
fast process corner, and the 12th stage is made to be the indicator stage for an
upper bound on the latency allowable under the specification of the chip (these
configurations can be done using the programmable delay buffers). Then the
process corner indicators in the adaptive sleep transistor scheme shown in Figure 5.4a are basically the stages that precede the indicator stage for delay of
RCP in a given corner. For instance, in the above example, the 9th stage is
the fast corner indicator, 10th stage the nominal corner indicator, and the 11th
stage is the performance bound indicator.
The (inverted) outputs of the corner indicator flip-flops (three bits in
this example) are fed into the three sleep transistors K1, K2, K3 through their
corresponding AND gates as shown in Figure 5.4a. If the die is working in the
fast corner, then stage 10 of the MVDL-PD is the indicator stage (i.e., stage
9 is the corner indicator), and only K1 will be selected as the sleep transistor
to be controlled using sleep signal. However, if the chip lies in a very slow
process corner, then all three transistors K1, K2, K3 will be selected as sleep
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transistors. If the chip is any slower, i.e., the indicator stage is beyond stage 12
of the MVDL-PD, then no additional robustness would be provided. Once the
right sleep transistor width is selected, all others will have to be disconnected
from the circuit using the programmable fuses, an example of which are the
compact, electromigration based, electrically programmable fuse presented in
[67]. The signals routed from the MVDL-PD to the process compensation
mechanisms would also need to be routed to the fuse programming mechanism
for such a scheme. The hardware overhead of the above scheme can be reduced
by making a logic block share a compensation mechanism.
As mentioned before, dynamic circuits are susceptible to leakage as well
as charge sharing noise, and a common technique used to enable robustness
of the dynamic node is the use of a keeper transistor as shown in Figure 5.3b.
The sizing of this keeper is a tradeoff between performance and robustness,
and hence is difficult in face of process variations. In [65], it was suggested that
a bank of keepers be used for process compensation, and the same mechanism
is used here, wherein each keeper in the bank gets its input from a NAND gate,
which in turn has one input driven by the dynamic node, and a second one
driven by a signal from the process perturbation sensing mechanism. However,
the difference is that adaptive keeper scheme presented here is driven by a
delay measurement based process perturbation sensing mechanism as shown
in Figure 5.4b. The working of this scheme is very similar to that of the
adaptive sleep transistor scheme. However, the process corner indicator here
is the same as the indicator stage for RCP delay in the given corner (instead
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of being the preceding one as in the adaptive sleep transistor case). If the
circuit lies in the fast corner, all three transistors K1, K2, K3 are selected as
keepers, whereas if the circuit lies in a process corner where the delay of the
RCP equals to the pre-determined upper bound, then only K3 is selected as
keeper. If the corner is any slower, no keepers are selected, because the circuit
is too slow for robustness compensation.
In this manner, it can be ensured directly that the chip has optimal
robustness within the given performance constraint, and this constraint is
not violated due to improper keeper or sleep transistor selection. Thus, this
scheme gives performance the highest priority when compensating for process
variation, and is also a simple one, since selected outputs of the MVDL-PD
are directly routed to the process compensation mechanism. The MVDL-OHE
scheme can also be used instead of the MVDL-PD for driving such an adaptive
sleep transistor scheme, wherein the transistor selection mechanism would be
one-hot.
5.2.2

Correction of Process Variation Related Timing Failures
In this section, a technique is presented that would enable fixing of

timing violations in a chip by automatically delaying launch and/or capture
clocks in pipeline stages, based on an on-chip delay measurement based process
perturbation sensing. This will take care of timing violations caused by paths
being slower than anticipated due to process variations, as well as timing
violations caused by short paths (i.e., hold time violations), hence making
the chip a self-correcting one in face of process variation related errors. Only
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the concept of the scheme is presented in this dissertation, and the actual
implementation is future work and is not incorporated here.
The proposed adaptive design scheme is shown in Figure 5.5. The clock
is distributed through programmable delay modules to different launch and
capture flops of various pipeline stages. These programmable delay modules
would be made up of digital programmable delay buffers like those presented
in [49] and/or [129]. The digital word which is the output of the MVDL-PD
module is used to select the right delay. The MVDL-PD in turn makes this
decision based on delay measurement of a RCP. In case there is a timing violation, i.e., the delay of the RCP is longer than anticipated, then the MVDL-PD
automatically selects a higher value of skew between launch and capture clocks
of a path. Subsequently, a test is run to see if there is a hold time violation. If
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there is no such violation, then the timing problems of this pair of launch and
capture flop is fixed. Otherwise, the launch clock is also delayed sufficiently
so that the hold time violation gets fixed, while the adjustment to overcome
timing violation of the the long path is not destroyed. Since most paths in
a pipeline stage and/or a chip have comparable propagation delay, such a
scenario will not happen very frequently. In this manner, all timing related
violations on a chip, that are caused by process variations can be eliminated.
A similar procedure will be carried out to correct hold time violations. Also,
this entire process will be carried out during the manufacturing test period, to
configure the chip before shipping it. However, this timing correction scheme
will fail in cases where the launch and capture latches of a pipeline stage are
the same, i.e., a feedback circuit.
The idea of tackling clock skews has been explored earlier in the literature, and a discussion of certain techniques to tackle process variation related
skews follows. In [64], a technique is presented wherein a single phase detector
is placed inside each chip, and for each clock path also called “forward path”
in the paper, there is a “return path” that is exactly matched to the clock
path in terms of delay. De-skewing is done based on phase comparison of the
“forward path” and “return path” signals. The drawback of this scheme is
that there is a significant increase in area overhead due to “return paths”, and
also, it relies upon the ability to exactly match the “forward” and “return
paths” of the clock, which may not be feasible in DSM technologies, especially
over the long distances across which the clock signals are routed. In [45] local
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phase detectors were used to compare clock signals between two domains, and
subsequently, perform de–skewing. In [129], techniques to deliberately add or
remove skew are utilized, and this is achieved by varying the delay of various
programmable delay buffers through which the clock is routed. However, the
scheme in [129] controls the delay of the buffers using a digital word that is
scanned in externally, whereas the aforementioned scheme using MVDL-PD
utilizes on-chip sensing of process perturbations to do the same. A similar
technique as in [129] is applied in [49], for controlling timing issues between
different cores of a SOC. In [93] and [92], techniques for correcting timing
failures related to variability are explored, wherein the clock edges are moved
(i.e., skewed) either to fix timing violations or to optimize frequency. Programmable delay buffers are either controlled using a digital work that can be
scanned in, or using the firmware during regular operation of the chip. The
use of firmware enables online correction of timing failures, but the scheme is
complex compared to the MVDL-PD based scheme presented above (which
however cannot be used for reconfiguration in the field), where the outputs of
different flip-flops are directly connected to the compensation mechanism.

5.3

Simulation Results
The test circuit used for the adaptive keeper and adaptive sleep tran-

sistor schemes is the top critical path (non-inverting version) of a 4x4 Wallace
multiplier (referred to as w4 in this paper), extracted using a static timing
analysis tool. All simulations were carried out using 70nm BSIM technology
[19] with 0.9V supply voltage and 25◦ C operating temperature. In the static
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CMOS version of w4 (static w4), a NMOS footer used as a sleep transistor
was inserted in every gate. To obtain a dynamic version of the test circuit
(dynamic w4), the w4 circuit was re-designed using complex dynamic gates
to ensure that the maximum number of gates have three inputs (and remaining gates having less than 3 inputs). Monte Carlo simulations were carried
out across 1000 different random combinations of process parameters (L, Vth ,
tox ), for both versions of the test circuit, and the path delay distribution of
both are shown in Figure 5.6. The y-axis in the graphs represent the number
of different combinations of process parameters. Figure 5.6a shows the path
delay distribution of the static CMOS version of w4 with 1µm NMOS footers
used as sleep transistors, and the mean (µ) value of the delay for this circuit
is 497ps, and the σ = 12.7ps. Figure 5.6b shows the path delay distribution of
the dynamic version of w4 using minimum sized keepers (0.07µm), which has
a mean value of 297ps, and σ = 7.3ps.
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Figure 5.6: Latency variation across process corners for a) Static CMOS w4
circuit with sleep transistors b) Dynamic w4 circuit with keepers
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The resolution of the MVDL also varies with variations in process parameters. The distribution of resolution of first four stages of an MVDL for
1000 different random combinations of process parameters using Monte Carlo
simulation are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. These resolutions are calculated
based on delay difference between two signals, i.e., the signal at the output of
the high delay buffer and the signal at the output of the low delay buffer for
each stage of the MVDL. Additionally, the resolution of each stage is a gross
one, equalling two buffer delays. Finer resolutions can be obtained if desired,
by using buffer sizing instead of gross buffer delays.
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Figure 5.7: Variation of resolution of a) stage 1 and b) stage 2 of an MVDL
across process corners
The mean value of resolution of stages 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 27ps, 28ps,
28ps and 28ps respectively, and the corresponding σ values are 2.8ps, 3.1ps,
3.1ps and 2.8ps respectively. The average resolution, computed based on the
aforementioned resolution of the four stages at each corner, has a mean value
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Figure 5.8: Variation of resolution of a) stage 3 and b) stage 4 of an MVDL
across process corners
of 28ps and σ of 1.6ps for the same Monte Carlo simulation experiment as
above. The distribution of the average resolution of four stages of the MVDL,
with random variations in process parameters is shown in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Variation of average MVDL resolution across process corners
The response of the MVDL to gross variations was analyzed by varying
the channel length globally by 30% above and below its nominal value (a 30%
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Variation in
Resolution of MVDL stages
L
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage3 Stage4
(ps)
(ps)
(ps)
(ps)
-30%
12
13
14
13
-20%
16
19
17
17
-10%
22
24
21
23
0%
27
28
28
28
10%
33
34
35
35
20%
39
42
41
41
30%
44
48
48
48

Average
Resolution
(ps)
13
17
23
28
34
41
47

Table 5.1: Variation of MVDL resolution with variation in channel length L
variation in L is pessimistic in typical chips). The results of this simulation
experiment are shown in Table 5.1. Variation in resolution of individual stages,
calculated based on delay difference between two signals, i.e., the signal at the
output of the high delay buffer and the signal at the output of the low delay
buffer for each stage of the MVDL, are shown in columns 2-5 of Table 5.1. The
mean value of resolution for stages 1, 2, 3 and 4 for this simulation experiment
are 28ps, 30ps, 29ps and 29ps respectively, and the corresponding σ values are
11.8ps, 12.5ps, 12.7ps, 12.8ps respectively. The average resolution is calculated
based on the resolution of these four stages of the MVDL. The variation in
average resolution is shown in column 6 of Table 5.1, and has a mean value of
29ps and σ value of 12.5ps, thus yielding a

σ
µ

of 0.4 which is much higher than

that for random variations.
Based on the results obtained from the above two simulation experiments carried out on the MVDL, it can be said that the resolution of the
regular MVDL is a trade-off between granularity and process variation sensi157

tivity. It is also clear that the variation in resolution is significant enough to
justify use of programmable delay buffers suggested for the MVDL-PD. The
use of a module like MVDL-PD enables the resolution to be set by means
of variable delay buffers to a pre-determined value, independent of process
variations, thus enabling the module to directly drive different compensation
mechanisms in the IC.
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Figure 5.10: Delay obtained by varying L and sweeping a) Width of sleep
transistor in static CMOS version of w4 b) Width of keeper in dynamic version
of w4
Figure 5.10 illustrates the impact of different sized sleep transistors
and different sized keepers on the latency of the test circuit across process
corners, simulated by varying L by 30% above and below its nominal value.
Figure 5.10a shows the impact of different sleep transistor sizes on the latency
of the static CMOS version of w4 at different process corners, by varying
the width of the sleep transistor from 0.75µm to 1.5µm in steps of 0.25µm,
while Figure 5.10b shows the impact of different keeper sizes on the latency of
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the test circuit at different process corners, by varying the keeper width from
0.07µm to 0.42µm.
When L is 30% lower than the nominal value, the delay of static w4
with a 0.75µm sleep transistor is 5.5% higher than the delay of static w4 with a
1µm sleep transistor. On the other hand, the delay of static w4 with a 1.5µm
sleep transistor is 5.5% lower than the delay of static w4 with a 1µm sleep
transistor. At this value of L, the use of a 0.75µm sleep transistor instead of a
1.5µm one leads to an increase of 11.7% in the delay of static w4. At nominal
value of L, the delay of static w4 with a 0.75µm sleep transistor is 4.8% higher
than the delay of static w4 with a 1µm sleep transistor. On the other hand,
the delay of static w4 with a 1.5µm sleep transistor is 4.6% lower than the
delay of static w4 with a 1µm sleep transistor. At this value of L, the use of
a 0.75µm sleep transistor instead of a 1.5µm one leads to an increase of 9.9%
in the delay of static w4. When L is 30% higher than the nominal value, the
delay of static w4 with a 0.75µm sleep transistor is 4.5% higher than the delay
of static w4 with 1µm sleep transistor, whereas the delay of static w4 with a
1.5µm sleep transistor is 4.3% lower than the delay of static w4 with a 1µm
sleep transistor. At this value of L, the use of a 0.75µm sleep transistor instead
of a 1.5µm one leads to an increase of 9.2% in the delay of static w4. Thus it
can be seen that there is a significant performance penalty for selection of a
wrong sized sleep transistor.
A similar performance penalty also exists for selection of a wrong sized
keeper. At nominal value of L, the delay of dynamic w4 with a 0.14µm keeper
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is 3.9% higher than the delay of dynamic w4 with a 0.07µm keeper. At the
same value of L, the delay of dynamic w4 with a 0.42µm keeper is 26.7% higher
than the delay of dynamic w4 with a 0.07µm keeper. The former however is
more representative of a realistic difference in keeper sizes for the dynamic
gates in the circuit. When L is 30% lower than the nominal value, the delay of
dynamic w4 with a 0.14µm keeper is 4.6% higher than the delay of dynamic
w4 with a 0.07µm keeper. When L is 30% higher than the nominal value, the
delay of dynamic w4 with a 0.14µm keeper is 3.5% higher than the delay of
dynamic w4 with a 0.07µm keeper.
These results project the significance of performance optimized adaptive design schemes for robustness presented in this paper, and justify their
incorporation in ICs that use sleep transistors and/or keepers for robustness.
Supply
Resolution of MVDL stages
Voltage Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage3 Stage4
volts
(ps)
(ps)
(ps)
(ps)
0.6
48
47
51
51
0.7
35
38
38
36
0.8
30
30
31
31
0.9
26
28
27
28
1.0
24
24
23
23
1.1
21
24
23
23
1.2
20
21
22
21

Average
Resolution
(ps)
49
37
31
27
23
23
21

Table 5.2: Variation of MVDL resolution with variation in supply voltage
An analysis of the response of the MVDL to environmental variations,
specifically voltage variations, was carried out and the results of this simulation
experiment are shown in Table 5.2. Supply voltage values are shown in column
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1, and the resolution of stages 1 to 4 at that corresponding supply voltage
are shown in columns 2 to 5 respectively. These resolutions are calculated
based on delay difference between signals at the output of the two buffers
just as in the previous simulation experiments in this section. The mean
value of resolution for stages 1, 2, 3 and 4 for this simulation experiment are
29ps, 30ps, 31ps and 31ps respectively, and the corresponding σ values are
9.8ps, 9.2ps, 10.5ps, 10.4ps respectively. The average resolution is calculated
based on the resolution of these four stages of the MVDL. The variation in
average resolution is shown in column 6 of Table 5.2, and has a mean value
of 30ps and σ value of 9.9ps. The key inference from this experiment is that
the MVDL will be ineffective for online compensation, i.e., compensation in
the field for environmental variations. In the next chapter, an overview of
existing techniques for online sensing is presented along with a discussion of
the advantages and disadvantages of such schemes.

5.4

Summary
In this chapter, adaptive design techniques that ensure parametric reli-

ability in ICs in face of process variations are explored. These techniques use
on-chip delay measurement of a RCP for sensing process perturbations, and
have a performance-bound on the degree of adaptation, hence enabling performance optimized parametric reliability. Additionally, the process perturbation
sensing schemes presented here are simple, enable one-shot adaptation instead
of an iterative adaptation, which would enable faster post-silicon tuning to
compensate for process variations. Part of the work presented in this chapter
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was published in [33] and corresponding material in the chapter is based on
the same paper. The multipliers used as test circuits were designed by Antony
Sebastine and Whitney J. Townsend.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work
An efficient and systematic timing characterization technique is imperative for
Integrated Circuits (ICs) designed in Deep Sub-micron (DSM) technologies.
This is driven by factors like stringent timing specifications, reduced slack due
to aggressive design, and a larger impact of defects and process variations on
behavior of such ICs. Timing characterization involves delay fault testing and
silicon debug. Delay fault testing requires techniques to detect gross delay
faults in order to ship quality parts, as well as techniques to detect small delay
faults. Detection of small delay faults is important in ICs designed in DSM and
nanoscale technologies, because it can help detect a large number of defects,
which if undetected during the test process can become reliability hazards in
the field.
Current based testing methods used earlier to detect defects are less
effective in doing so in ICs designed in DSM technologies due to the presence
of leakage. However, most of these defects do affect the timing behavior of
paths, but may not cause gross delay failures, which necessitates detection of
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small delay faults. Additionally, there is a need for techniques to facilitate
structured debug to enable fewer silicon spins and lower time-to-market. The
effectiveness of traditional timing characterization techniques are challenged
in ICs designed in DSM technologies due to a plethora of reasons. Firstly,
small feature sizes and very high level of integration have severely limited
controllability and observability of such ICs. Secondly, most ICs operate well in
the GHz range, whereas testers at most facilities still operate at a few hundred
MHz, and upgrading these testers would be an expensive proposition, even if
it could be possible to do so. All of these factors point to the use of special
hardware modules for timing characterization, i.e., Design for Test (DFT)
and Design for Debug (DFD) structures. However, existing DFT and DFD
structures have their limitations for timing characterization, which include
controllability limitations like lower coverage and higher complexity of test
generation for delay fault testing in regular scan based designs, as well as
observability limitations like gross margins used in current delay fault testing
techniques.
In Chapter 2, a technique to overcome the controllability limitations for
delay test and debug in scan based static CMOS circuits was presented. This
technique, called Tri-Scan, provides the same level of accessibility for timing
characterization for scan based sequential static CMOS circuits as that of combinational circuits with complete access to all inputs, and does so without the
excessive area overhead associated with other techniques like enhanced scan.
A comparison of transition fault coverage for different circuits with complete
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access as well as in a scan based design methodology was provided in Chapter 2, and it was illustrated that complete access enables significantly higher
coverage for all the test circuits considered and in some cases the increase in
coverage was over 30%. The Tri-Scan scheme also provides reduction in the
amount of switching power dissipated during scan operation by enabling isolation between combinational logic and scan flip-flops during the operation, and
in the best case, this reduction is nearly 2X. An analysis of area and performance overheads was also carried out and the results presented in Chapter 2.
In nanoscale technologies, there might be a need to use a keeper in conjunction
with the Tri-Scan scheme, and the impact of that keeper on the performance
of the path would be an interesting idea to explore. Based on the outcome of
that analysis, a decision could be made on the need for incorporating a mechanism in the chip to de-activate the keeper during regular mode operation of
the chip. Also, integration of the Tri-Scan scheme with existing commercial
testing tools would pose some challenges, like making the tool understand the
new functionality of the scan enable signal.
Dynamic circuits are used in a number of ICs, primarily to speed up
critical paths. Hence, timing characterization for such circuits is important,
which is hindered by the fact that dynamic circuits have a precharge or reset
phase between application of initialization and transition vectors for delay fault
testing. Existing solutions cause ambiguity in determining the faulty path.
Additionally, dynamic circuits face the same controllability issues for timing
characterization as static CMOS circuits, when used in sequential designs with
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scan. However, the use of a scheme like Tri-Scan involves insertion of static
CMOS components, that may slow down the path. In Chapter 3, techniques to
enhance controllability for efficient timing characterization were explored, and
two sets of novel Design for Test and Debug (DFTD) schemes are presented.
The first set of schemes, namely, Precharge Control Schemes enable efficient
delay test and debug of dynamic circuits in general (i.e. with complete access),
while the second set facilitates pattern application in scan based dynamic
circuits. Together, they reduce the problem of delay test and debug of scan
based dynamic circuits to that of delay test and debug of static CMOS circuits
with complete access to all primary inputs. The use of these schemes also
enables greater compatibility of dynamic circuits with existing test and debug
tools for static CMOS circuits.
Gross margins used for timing characterization create an observability limitation for DSM ICs, since a large number of defects could go undetected. Existing techniques to enhance observability for timing characterization were explored in Chapter 4, and three techniques for on-chip delay
measurement based timing characterization were presented. A timing characterization scheme based on on-chip delay measurement can detect small increments in delay of a path, as well as measure the magnitude of the increment.
Hence such a timing characterization scheme can detect small delay faults (and
consequently, defects causing such delay faults), as well as the magnitude of
violation for silicon debug. It can also enable quick characterization of a chip
across various operating conditions, and help in speed binning. The first mod-
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ule presented in Chapter 4 is a Modified Vernier Delay Line (MVDL), which
is a balanced delay line scheme, and overcomes drawbacks of existing balanced
delay lines for timing characterization, by facilitating easier reading out of the
values of the measured delay, and enabling measurement of delay for all kinds
of paths and transitions using a single MVDL module. The second module is
called Delay Scan Chain, and it operates in a manner similar to the MVDL,
but its benefits lie in the fact that it reuses existing scan chains on a chip with
slight modification for delay measurement purposes. The third module, called
Skewed Inverter Delay Line (SIDL), overcomes drawbacks of existing delay
measurement modules by eliminating the need for matched routing over long
distances, and hence creates fewer sources of inaccuracies for timing characterization. Calibration techniques presented in Chapter 4 make these schemes
robust in face of process variations. The modules themselves have very low
area overhead. Future research will need to focus on selection of paths in
an IC whose delay needs to be measured. Static timing analysis based selection may not be effective in DSM technologies because top critical paths may
change due to variability. Additionally, an analysis to determine how many
of these on-chip delay measurement modules would be used in a chip is an
interesting problem. Using a large number of such modules, and placing them
near critical paths would increase area overhead due to the modules, while
reducing area overhead due to routing of the signals from critical path to the
delay measurement module. Similarly, using fewer modules would lead to a
lower overhead due to the modules, but increase routing overhead. Optimal
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placement of these modules within a chip is also an interesting problem for
future work.
Efficient timing characterization can ensure better screening of defective
parts and ensure fewer such parts are shipped. However, in DSM technologies
a large number of dies failing the test process may not be defective. It is
possible that they failed to meet timing requirements due to variations. It was
mentioned that process variations can impact the performance of an IC by
30%, [14], and hence there is a very high possibility of defect free dies failing
the test process, and this could lead to significantly low yield numbers and
reduce the economic viability of manufacturing a chip in DSM technologies.
A potential solution to this problem is to use adaptive design techniques that
enable a chip to configure itself to work optimally in face of variations. In
Chapter 5, such adaptive design techniques have been explored, with a focus
on ensuring that minimum acceptable timing specifications are not violated
due to adaptation.
The techniques presented in Chapter 5 utilized on-chip delay measurement (with facility for an in-built performance bound) for process perturbation sensing, thus enabling performance-optimized adaptive design to ensure
parametric reliability in ICs. The techniques presented are simple, drive the
compensation circuitry directly, and carry out adaptation in a non-iterative
manner. However, a drawback of the adaptive design techniques presented in
Chapter 5 is that they can only compensate for manufacturing induced process variations, and not variations in environmental factors like supply voltage,
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temperature etc. Compensation for such variations would require online variability sensing. There have been some techniques reported in the literature
for such purposes. In [63], [72] and [133] the delay of a RCP was monitored
using a phase detector or signal comparator circuits, and based on the output
of these circuits, the supply voltage or in some cases, the body-bias was adjusted iteratively. A similar technique is used in [32], that has already been
explained in the previous chapter. In [94] a tapped delay line with intermediate flip-flops is used, and the outputs of these flip-flops are encoded and fed
into a circuit that iteratively increases or decreases the supply voltage based
on the data bits coming from the encoder. The concept of non-iterative or
one-shot adaptation was explored in [43] and [44]. Additionally, in [112], a
variability sensing module was presented that could drive non-iterative adaptive design. However, a major drawback of all these technqiues is that online
sensing and compensation could cause the IC to go into a loop. For example,
the IC could loop between a higher and lower voltage. In [43] and [44], this
problem was alluded to, and the authors stated that their scheme was effective
for monotonic variations in supply voltage. However, in a chip it cannot be
guaranteed that variations in environmental factors would always be monotonic, especially when a compensation mechanism is used. This provides an
area for future exploration, i.e., non-iterative techniques for online variability
sensing and compensation for non-monotonic variations to ensure parametric reliability in DSM and nanoscale ICs. Additionally, analysis techniques
to determine which paths/logic blocks would be suitable candidates for the
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compensation mechanisms presented in Section 5.2, is an interesting area to
investigate. These could be based on slack sensitivity analysis techniques like
those presented in [113] or any other analysis technique that can be utilized
or extended to help determine if the path/logic block requires compensation
to variations.
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Appendix A

List of Acronyms and Abbreviations
ATPG - Automatic Test Pattern Generators
CAD - Computer-Aided Design
CUT - Circuit Under Test
DFD - Design for Debug
DFM - Design for Manufacturability
DFT - Design for Test
DFTD - Design for Test and Debug
DLL - Delay-Locked Loop
DSCAN - Delay Scan
DSM - Deep Sub-micron
IC - Integrated Circuit
IPSL - Integrated Pulse Shaping and Latching
LE - Latch Enable
LSDL - Limited Switching Dynamic Logic
MVDL - Modified Vernier Delay Line
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MVDL-PD - Modified Vernier Delay Line - Programmable Delay
MVDL-OHE - Modified Vernier Delay Line - One Hot Encoded
OPL - Output Prediction Logic
PI - Primary Input
PO - Primary Output
PPI - Pseudo-Primary Input
PPO - Pseudo-Primary Output
PUT - Path Under Test
RCP - Representative Critical Path
SE - Scan Enable
SIDL - Skewed Inverter Delay Line
SOC - System on a Chip
SOI - Silicon-On-Insulator
STA - Static Timing Analysis
STR - Slow-to-Rise
STF - Slow-to-Fall
tres - Resolution of delay measurement circuits
V1 - Initialization vector for delay fault testing
V2 - Transition vector for delay fault testing
VDL - Vernier Delay Line
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